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Two state board members support tax repeal issue
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Breaking
ranks with most of the educational
community, two members of the State
Board of Education yesterday lined
up in support of a tax repeal measure
on the Nov. 8 ballot.
Jean Bender, elected to the state
board from the 14th District, and
Robert Johnson of the 7th District are
among 18 people listed by Ohioans to
Stop Excessive Taxation as members
of ''Educators For Repeal." Bender is
honorary chairman of the educators'
group.
They issued a joint statement in
support of Issues 2 and 3, saying tax
increases enacted this year were

"grossly excessive" and "were
rammed through without any serious
consideration of long-term need."
Bender, Johnson and others on the
panel express a minority view among
education groups. The State Board of
Education, by a vote of 13-2 with two
abstentions, has gone on record in
opposition to both anti-tax measures.
Opposition has also come from the
Ohio Education Association, State
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Franklin Walter and, in a series of
news conferences around the state
Tuesday, college and university presidents.
Bender, who at one time had four
children in school, was a member of

the Coventry Local Board of Education in Summit County for 11 years
before her election to the state board
last year.
"I HA VE SEEN a lot of things and I
really believe that a lot of money is
being wasted. I think we really need
to re-evaluate where the money is
going," she said, in a telephone interview.
"I know we have to have money to
educate (children). I'm the first one
to say we have to have money. I would
like to see an unlimited budget if we
could have it. But I'm not sure we're
ever going to have 'enough' money,"
Bender said.

She voiced concern that people and
industry are moving from the state.
"People are telling me, in my community, they are taxed to death. My
position is they just can't afford any
more taxes," Bender said.
If approved, Issue 3 would repeal all
tax laws enacted by the General Assembly this year, including the 90
percent boost in the state income tax.
Issue 2 would require a three-fifths
legislative vote to raise taxes in the
•future instead of the present majority.
In another development yesterday
the anti-repeal Committee For Ohio
took issue with a newspaper ad placed
by the Ross County SET Committee.

Celeste
launches
program
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - A new
state research and jobs program linking Ohio's colleges and universities
with private industry was launched
yesterday by Gov. Richard Celeste.
He called the program exciting and
challenging and added that it is
critical to our first order of business,
which is to put people back to work."
The governor swore in eight members of the newly created Industrial
Technology and Enterprise Advisory
Board, a group which will advise the
Development Department on a "partnership" program named for the
Ohio-bom inventor, Thomas Alva Edison.
The concept calls for the state to
provide partial financing of research
and product development projects in
partnerships between Ohio's higher
education institutions and private industry and businesses.
"It will bring together the public
sector, the state, the private sector,
and the universities," Celeste said.
The department was allocated $32.4
million for the program. Development Director Alfred Dietzel said,
''This is an opportunity that is unique
in the United States. I know of no
other state with a program like this
that has as much money."
UNDER THE PROGRAM, the state
and industry will jointly fund the
projects. The universities will lend
ideas for product development and
assist in research.
Eligibility for funding will be limited to cooperative research involving
an industrial co-sponsor and a public
or private college or university.
Toe industrial co-sponsors will have
to maintain "a relevant research,
development or manufacturing facility in Ohio" and make a contribution to projects at least equal to that of
the state.
Two type of projects will be considered. The first is early stage feasibility research which will involve the
search for technical processes or systems. Funding for individual projects
will be up to $250,000.
Tbe second type under the Thomas
Alva Edison Partnership Program
will be advanced applied research.
These projects will involve the application of technology and development
toward commercialization. Funding
for projects will range up to $250,000.
In a statement, the Development
Department said, "It is expected that
these efforts will result in the creation
of new science and technology-based
businesses in Ohio, the expansion and
increased productivity of existing
businesses and enhanced employment opportunities."
Former U.S. Rep. Robert Shamansky of Columbus was named
chairman of the new board. The other
members are James Burnett, Cleveland; William Callery Jr., Cincinnati;
Donald Glower, Columbus; Richard
Janson, Canton; Henry Winkler, Cincinnati; Ohio Senate President Harry
Meshel, D-Youngstown; and Rep.
Judy Sheerer, D-Shaker Heights.
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Kirsten Sulton, freshman communications major, repairs a sash in Moseley Hall's costume shop yesterday.
Sutton works in the shop two hours every week to fulfill a requirement for her Theater 141 class.

Media say no more 'kiddie TV
WASHINGTON (AP) - The government has no business playing program director and ordering television
stations to air more educational
shows for children, the broadcast
industry told Congress yesterday.
"If we want students to learn more,
we should keep them in school for
another hour rather than send them
home to watch TV - to an environment where the teacher has no supervision, no guidance, no review," Dr.
John Abel, senior vice president for
research at the National Association
of Broadcasters, said.

"Expecting broadcasters and parents to assume the role of professional
teacher is unrealistic," he said.
Abel's testimony before a joint
hearing of two House subcommittees
followed the introduction of a bill by
Rep. Timothy Wirth, D-Colo. The
measure would require every commercial TV station in the country to
provide at least one hour daily of
educational or informational programming designed for children.
Wirth, the chairman of the House
communications subcommittee, introduced the bill after announcing

Flare-ups in Lebanon
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Gunmen
fired mortars and rocket grenades at
Lebanese army positions yesterday
forcing Marines deployed nearby to
scamper into bunkers and foxholes on
maximum alert for the first time in a
week-old truce.
In another flare-up later in the day,
army tanks fired at Shiite Moslem
militia positions in a southern slum
after the Shiites fired mortar rounds
and rocket grenades toward the
Christian-populated airea of Ain
Rummeneh.
President Amin Gemayel called an
emergency Cabinet session, saying
procedural disputes have stymied his
efforts to convene a national reconciliation conference among Lebanon's
feuding sects. The delay has threatened to further unravel the civil war
truce that began Sept. 26.
Marine spokesman Warrant Officer
Charles Rowe said about 30 Marines
of Charlie Company went on "condition one," when Lebanese army posi-
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MURRAY, in a letter to Dick Shelton, treasurer of the Ross County SET
Committee, alleged the statements
were false.

"Since education is the largest recipient of state tax dollars, Issue 3 will
mean the loss of $637.6 million to
primary and secondary education,
causing state subsidy losses in virtually every school district in Ohio.
Higher education will have to undergo
losses totaling $255.9 million," Murray said.
"Issue 3 will cause newly enacted
unemployment compensation taxes to
expire on June 30, 1984. These taxes
will mean a loss of $400 million to the
unemployment compensation trust
fund designed to fund the benefits of
unemployed Ohioans still eligible for
unemployment compensation.

Office focuses
on businesses

tions just south of Beirut international
airport came under fire at midmorning. The shooting stopped after 30
minutes, Rowe said, but it was unclear who was responsible.
IT WAS THE first time the Marines
serving with the multinational force
patrolling Beirut went into their maximum state of alert since the ceasefire took effect.
Several hours afterward, Ain Rummaneh residents said the Lebanese
army began firing tank can- on in
attempts to stop Shiite gunmen in the
nearby Shiya slum from shooting
mortars and grenades at Christian
targets.
Gemayel's administration has said
it is willing to hold at least the opening
session of the reconcilation conference in Saudi Arabia, but that site is
opposed by Syria, which has backed
Druse leader Walid Jumblatt's leftist
Druse militia in the civil war.

-the bottom lineindex

Richard Murray, campaign director for the anti-repeal group, charged
the ad contained false statements
aimed at promoting the adoption of
Issues 2 and 3.
The ad said In part: "Passage of
these issues will not affect funding for
education, unemployment compensation, highway construction or cause
economic chaos. It will restore fiscal
responsibility to the budget process
and help reduce the $800 million surplus."
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results of a survey that found the
average commercial TV station airs
61 minutes of educational or informational programming per week for
children. By contrast, each station
averages 152 minutes of cartoons per
week.
MOREOVER, tbe 61 minutes of
educational programming represents
less than one percent of the available
airtime each week, Wirth said.
Meanwhile, Sen. Robert Packwood,
R-Ore., introduced a bill that would
SeeTVpoge6

With the creation of the Service to
Business. Industries and Organizations Office, the University will be
offering a helping hand to Ohio business.
"The primary thrust of the office is
to provide service to different types of
businesses and industries in Ohio by
lending them expertise when we (the
University) can, Phil Mason, assistant to the president and office coordinator, said.
"Our faculty is the key to making
this work," he said. "Without faculty
offering their knowledge to businesses that may need it, we (the
office) can't function."
—
Through its faculty, the University's SBIO office hopes to solve problems in business by providing
management consultants, developing
seminars, sales and selling instruction and advice by experts in other
business fields.
Mason said the office will first assist businesses in Northwestern Ohio
before broadening its base to the
entire state.
"Businesses around here are asking
us (the University) for assistance and
after all, one of the University's missions is to improve the private sector," he said.
"EVEN IF it's only to a small
extent, we hope to help revitalize the
state's economy by helping businesses," Mason said. Those businesses will show a profit and help the
economy, he added.
He said besides providing service to
the business world, the office, which
is scheduled to begin operation Jan. 1,
has certain goals it hopes to fulfill:

• Tbe University hopes to enhance its
reputation and overall image. Mason
said he thinks making tbe University
look good will stabilize its enrollment
level.
• The University hopes to broaden
its revenue base. The SBIO office does
not plan to make money with this
service, Mason said, but the opening
of the office creates no financial risk.
"We only plan to meet cost," he
said. "The faculty will certainly make
money, though, because of the fees
they will be receiving from services
rendered." Tbe faculty will keep tbe
majority of the fees they receive from
businesses and companies, Mason
added.
• Tbe University hopes to enhance
its placement record. If businesses
have a positive experience with the
SBIO office through the faculty, Mason said jobs may be created tor our
students.
SURVEYS WERE sent out to all
University faculty members, Mason
said, and 29 percent of them responded.
Mason said the office will use a
straightfoward process in dealing
with businesses. Each will call the
SBIO office and describe its need, he
said. With the help of a computer, the
office will pull out tbe names of faculty who are qualified and willing to
That faculty member then contacts
the business and provides the information requested and informs the
office. The office then follows up and
contacts the company to make sure
the faculty member's service was
satisfactory.
Mason said Ohio State University
and the University of Wisconsin have
similar programs.

Linguist loves language
by Teresa Perrettl
reporter

In 1959, Castro took over Cuba,
Nixon visited the Soviet Union and Dr.
Dzidra Shllaku started the University's Russian/Italian program.
The program was developed by
Shllaku 25 years ago to meet the
growing interest in Russian culture.
Shllaku (pronounced Sh-lla-ku) teaches German and Russian linguistics
and culture and the history of the
German language. "It is very important to stress speaking the language,"
she said.
According to Shllaku, "studying
languages and culture is important to
understanding your own culture as
well as others."
Born and raised in Latvia, Russia,
Shllaku began her linguistics career
by studying German, Russian,
French, Lann, and Greek in high
school.
She attended universities in Germany, Latvia and Italy. She received
her doctoral degree at the university
in Bologna, Italy. She then moved to
the United States with her husband.
"Traveling extensively in Italy,
Germany and Russia is important in
being able to teach the language," she
said. "There is always something new
happening which affects how one teaches," she added.
BESIDES TRAVELING, Shllaku
enjoys classical music and can often
be found taking her culture students
to various ensembles in and around
tbe Toledo, Cleveland and Ann Arbor
area.
Soe RUMla page .1

Dr. Dzidra Shllaku
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editorial

Safety wastes bucks
on cheap call boxes

.

Money is the root of all evils, especially at this University.
We realize the campus operates under a tight budget
and that the budget planners have no alternative but to skimp
in certain areas; however, a recent purchase Public Safety
made was wasteful.
It is about those on-campus emergency call boxes which
were installed during the summer, all two of them. Those
boxes, one situated behind the Student Health Services
building and the other one near the Ice Arena, which are
supposed to continually operate.
This emergency system was installed "quickly" so we
could promptly feel protected from mad rapists and what
have you, well, at least when the weather is nice and when we
were in the area. But we hear they fail often, especially
during "bad" weather, and pick up not only signals of stress
but hamburger orders. In order to create a more efficient
system, one which does not invade a person's ordering
privacy, rennovation of the present system has been planned.
Thank you. Does this mean we can feel safe again from evils
that lurk in those places?
We hope the rennovation of the present system is not too
much of a strain on the budget, just a working one... one
that is not "better than nothing" as the last system was
coined.
We really do not understand why the University did not
seek a corporation who could design a system specifically for
the needs of the campus, rather than implementing a system
which was designed for bed-ridden children to monitor their
classroom. Paying about $1000 for each of the phones in the
former call system, plus about $500 to renovate each, leaves
us wondering how efficiently and effectively the money at
this University is used.
There are numerous other places around this campus
which could use these new ring down circuit emergency
phones, not to mention numerous places around this University which are poorly lit. But efficiencies like these require
bucks, money the University is spending for its cheap errors.

Prenuptial 9contract:

Pair engaged at age 5, lives fork later
by Mirk PI Vlncenzo

split up. The fact is, we both chose our
lifestyles - however different they
may seem. And we are both making it
in our own way.
I'm in my last year of college. She
quit school half way through her second year of high school. My life - the
life of a college student - is so different than hers.
There have been times during my
collegiate career when I have shut out
everything around me except my tiny
college corner and forgotten about all
the Annies of the world.
For the most part, college students
aren't housekeepers like Annie. And
they probably don't have two full-time
jobs like Lou has.
The atmosphere at many colleges
has been described as a playpen for
young adults. The only playpen Annie
knows is the hand-me-down model her
mother gave her - the one she spent
much of Tier younger days in, the one
that helps her control and contain her
own children.
Annie's early marriage and
onslaught of pregnancies forced her
to grow up more quickly than someone opting for a career-oriented life
by way of higher education.
I can't imagine being a parent at
my age and I wouldn't want to be at
this point of my life - for obvious
reasons, but she has been a parent
four times and counting, and in my
biased opinion, she is doing a great
job. Parenting is not for everyone,
though, and at this time in my life, it's
not for an "ambitious type" like myself.

Annie said "uuhhh, okay, I guess"
when I asked her to marry me. She
was four years old. I was five.
Even at the preschool age, everyone in our neighborhood - young and
old - hoped we would someday marry.
After all, we were the perfect couple.
We had everything in common - the
same background, economic class,
age, nationality, ukes and dislikes.
We both loved mud puddles and rock
collecting. We both bated playing tag
and hide-and-seek. We were destined
to be together.
Annie s mother always said, "If you
two kids don't end up together, I'm
sure you'll at least be living in the
same city and on the same street."
In time, our relationship flourished
- not into marriage but into a close,
bonding friendship.
In fact, I went home last weekend
and visited Annie - who, by the way,
got married when she turned 15 to a
nice guy my age named Lou. She
made her commitment only 11 years
after I first asked her if she would be
mine. She knew I was never much on
commitment. I planned to go away to
college, right?
As she greeted me, her eyes seemed
to almost pop out through the rip in
the screen door. Although she looked
happy to see me, she looked surprised
- almost shocked. I wasn't surprised,
though. I knew what to expect.
Annie wore a blank stare no one
could take away. This 2Qryear-old
woman also had four children - one in
each arm and one hanging on to each
leg - no one could take away.
Annie and Lou belong to a culttsh
We are different. Very different. religion that - among other things - is
But I find nothing wrong with that. We strictly opposed to birth control.
use each other to peek into our dissi- That's no surprise to me or anyone
else.
milar lifestyles.
Annie's presence alone brings me
But they're happy. Believe it or not,
down to earth. She forces me to think.
I think about how our lives - or any they say they're nappy with all facets
two lives - can possibly turn out so of their lives. And Isn't that what
different when the initial products everyone strives for throughout their
lives? Annie and Lou are already
started out the same.
A drastic fork in the road Annie and there.
She says a night doesn't pass by
I were traveling sprung up in our
faces and without even noticing, we when she isn't awakened by a cry or a

scream. There isn't a night when she
doesn't change a diaper or fetch a cup
of water. And there isn't a night when
she doesn't burp one of her babies or
just be of some comfort to one of
them. The oldest one is five, the
youngest is two months.
Lou asked Jeremy, the five-year-old,
to bring me a beer. The rest of my
visit, as soon as I emptied my bottle
and put it down, Jeremy was there
with a refill for me, holding it tightly
with both hands just as he was told. It

was like a game for him, and I didn't
mind.
When my visit was almost over and
I was being walked to the door by this
large, but young family, I asked Annie - for about the 10th time, in an
attempt to get an honest reply - how
she was doing.
She said "uuhhh, okay, I guess."
MarkDi Vincenzo, a staff reporter for
the News, la a senior journalism major from Seven Hills, Ohio.
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a 'heartfelt ceremony What conspiracy lies behind the flu?
by Art B«chwald
-»
TTOie prenuptial contract is getting
more and more prevalent, as the
divorce rate rises in the country.
Since getting married in many cases
is not one of those things you do
forever, lawyers are advising their
clients to make out a contract, specifying who gets what, when love flies
out the window and recrimination
knocks down the door.
I was the best man at a prenuptial
legal contract ceremony the other
day. The groom to be, Horace Pipeline, was attended by the famed divorce lawyer Roy Bone, and the
bride-to-be, the lovely Grace Willowy,
was being given away by Stephanie
Tuff of the firm Rock, Sock & Need-

wants to provide me with a lump sum,
I don't have any objection. But I want
to know what numbers we're talking
about before I say 'I do.' "
Mr. Bone smiled, "You're a very
reasonable young lady. Would $500,000 satisfy you?
Miss Tuff said, "No, it wouldn't,
Roy, and you know before we came
here we researched Horace's assets
down to the last nickel. Now let's be
serious or call off this prenuptial legal
contract ceremony right now."
Mr. Bone scowled, "As Horace's
lawyer I can't go over $500,000, but if
he wants to be more generous HI
leave it to him. Horace, what do you
think?"
"Grace is the only woman I've ever
loved," Horace said. "I can't imagine
anything but death parting us. But
iust in case something did happen,
'm willing to give her a cool million the same as I gave my second wife."
Miss Tuff said, "Horace's second
wife was much older than Grace, and
the million he settled on her was
before inflation set in. We want one
million five and the bouse in South-

The bride and groom sat in the love
seat in Mr. Bone's palatial office,
which, for the occasion, had been
decorated with magnolias and white
roses.
Mr. Bone, reading from a yellow
legal pad, said, "Dearly beloved, we
are gathered here today to bring this
man and this woman together in a
happy prenuptial contract, spelling
of the question," Mr. Bone
out the property claims of both par- said angrily. "These people hope to
ties in case, for reasons we shall not live happily ever after. My client
go into here, this marriage is broken would not have a day of happiness if
asunder. Do you, Horace Pipeline, be knew it would cost him a million
agree that, in case you do not choose five plus the house in Southampton to
to continue in wedlock, you will be- get out of the marriage."
stow on your lovely bride a lump sum
equal to 5 percent of your present
Miss Tuff said, "How do you think
assets, excluding your boat, your my client would feel if she knew she
penthouse, and your house in South- could be tossed out in the street for a
ampton?"
lousy million dollars?"
'"wait a minute, " said Miss Tuff.
Grace became upset. "I'll take a
"Who said anything about a lump million, two hundred thousand, and
sum, and who said anything about the penthouse in New York. But that's
excluding Mr. Pipeline's boat, pent- the bottom line."
house and home in Southampton? My
Horace said, "Dont be angry, darclient, under law, is entitled to SO ling. You're asking for more than I
percent of all of her husband's prop- Elanned to give you, but I want you to
arty. But we don't want to be greedy
e happy. Give it to her, Roy, providabout this. We'll settle for $10,000 a ing we nave it in writing she doesn't
month until she gets married again." go to court and try to sock it to me for
"Alimony is out of the question," anything more."
Mr. Bone said. "I cannot permit my
''All right, Horace, it's your money.
client to enter the sacred institution of I'll have this typed up while we open a
matrimony unless he can get out of it bottle of champagne and drink a toast
by paying off a lump sum at the to the happy couple. Please excuse
dissolution of the marriage. How can my tears. Prenuptial marriage conwe be sure when and if Miss Willowy tract ceremonies always make me
cry."
will get married again?"
"How do you feel about it, Grace?"
Miss Tuff asked.
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the
"I love Horace very much and if he Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
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I like to blame my problems on
other people and other things. It's
called attribution.
If I feel pain, I attribute it to someone or something else in my environment. When I trip on a rock, it's the
rock's fault, and I swear at it accordingly. When the alarm clock shoots a
piercing shrill through my brain at 6
ajn., it's the alarm clock's fault, and
I slap it real hard. I can attribute
everything that happens to me to
some other person, thing, or event,
and it really makes me happy when
I've decided something is not my
fault.
There's confusion sometimes
though, when I don't know to what I
should attribute my problems. Like
those wet leaves I slipped on yesterday -1 didn't know whether to stomp
on the leaves or kick the tree. Or the
guy I ran into on the sidewalk - I
didn't know whether it was his fault
because he wasn't watching where he
was going, or his fault because he
wasn t watching where I was going.
Then there's the problem of this
cold or flu or whatever it is that I've

got. You know the feeling, when you No, that couldn't be it I take so many
feel like sleeping for a hundred hours, vitamins that every cell in my body
when you're weak and you ache all holds the USRDA minimum daily
I
over, and there's cotton in your brain, requirement.
and ants crawling down your throa"Well, maybe you're not eating
t... yeah, you know the feeling. But right," was her reply. Of course I'm
I'm confused as to what I should not eating right, that's why I take so
attribute this sickness.
many vitamins. When you live on
Some people say, "Oh, it's going macaroni and cheese, you need a
around, everybody's catching it.
supplement, and the chemicals in the
They try to attribute it to everybody, water just aren't enough. She started
and at first this idea seems pretty to mention something about not getfeasible, it does seem like every- ting enough sleep, but the thought of
body's getting it. But then I thought, chemicals in the water had put my
wait a minute, just because every- mind on a fresh scent.
body's getting it doesn't mean I have
to - I needed a better answer. I
Of course! It's something in the
thought about going to the health water. The chemical companies,
center, but I knew they would attrib- manufacturers of cold and flu relief
ute it to strep, allergies, or mono, and formulas, are paying somebody off to
I still needed a better answer. I don't infect our water supply. The Riddler
want to hear that other people have it, did it to Gotham City once, that must
and I don't just want a medical name be where they got the idea. It would be
for it. I want to know deep down, the so easy. The drug manufacturers pay
root cause, the initial instigator. I a city employee $1 million to drop a
want to know what causes me to be flu bug into the city's water supply,
sick.
then they make $10 million selling flu
So I talked to a friend who's knowl- medicine. I was just about to feel
edgeable about initial causes, and she comfortable with that attribution,
had some ideas. "Maybe you're not when suddenly the real cause of the
taking enough vitamins," she said. sickness dawned on me.

It's the the Russians! Sure, it must
be the Russians - they're responsible
for all of our other problems, why
should the flu be any exception? And
they don't need to mess around with
water supplies - they probably infected our whole weather system.
Yeah, that's what they did, they
waited for the wind to be just right,
then loaded the air with flu bugs that
would travel all over the United
States. They're probably gonna get us
all sick, lower our resistance, then
move in and occupy our country.
Gosh, I better inform the authorities.
Well I figured it out, I now know
why everybody's getting sick. I feel
better now that I know the root of the
problem - the Russians. And you
know, I don't feel so bad now about us
producing materials for chemical
warfare. By God, if the Russians are
!;onna do it to us, I think we should
oad their weather system with
herpes or crabs or something. .. we'll
show them who can be one up.

Fans can start tradition
if they're 'noisy' at game

game for the Falcons. Make yourself
heard. Be there at the start of something good. Be a part of it. Get into the
Orange & Brown.

would seem to me very unprofessional and uncalled for. Certainly, I
myself (and hopefully all BG students) would be outraged if a rival
paper ran a picture of our athletes
comparing them to monsters.
I enjoy the BG News and am thus
far impressed by the performance of
the staff. However, I find it hard to
maintain respect and admiration for
a paper that engages in random
attcks on defenseless people. If the
News wishes to be recognized as a
legitimate paper then perhaps it
should conduct itself as one.

by Timothy Thompson

I am an alumna of the University
and an athletic fan of utmost loyalty.
What I witnessed at the BG-Miami
game made my old orange and brown
heart pretty proud.
It was the crowd! Ah yes, the victory was sweet, but that's another
story. To look out over the crowd, the
band, and the campus, then have the
team "hit the field"... it brought
goosebumps. But where was the
noise?
I am fortunate enough to know
some of our coaches and players.
Everyone at BGSU should be proud to
be represented by such fine people.
(And I dare say that applies to all our
athletic teams).
SUPPORT THEM!!! Make sure
you are at the games. Most importantly, GET LOUD!!!!! With all those
people in the stands, the noise should
be incredible. I realize it is hard for a
first or second year student to have
the same perspective as someone who
has Uved through the "Miami
Whammy" and put up with enough
obnoxious Toledo fans to make you
lose your lunch. But you can start
your own excitement; your own football memories.
So much is made of the "Aura" or
"Excitement" or "Tradition" at
places like Ohio State, Norte Dame,
or Michigan. Well, It had to start
somewhere. Somebody got excited
and it spread. How about you?
Saturday is Homecoming and a BIG

Tracay Wright
BGSU 77

Tasteless photo caption
mars image of News
The last paragraph in the BG News
"Forum" section states, "The News
does reserve the right to reject letters
or portions of letters we believe to be
in bad taste, malicious or libelous."
Perhaps the News should apply these

Clear Views

standards to itself, because the Oct.
4th sports section ran a picture/cutline that is potentially libelous and
almost certainly malicious and in bad
taste.
The incident to which I am referring was a picture for the BG rugby
team. The photo displayed an unidentified Kent State player and was accompanied by the caption,
"Frankenstein lives!" Undoubtedly,
this was someone's feeble attempt at
humor; however, I saw nothing humorous about it, and I'm sure the
Kent State player would be similarly
offended.
Attacks on a person's looks or personality that are unsubstantiated

Timothy Thompson, a columnist and
cartoonist for the News, is a doctoral
candidate in interpersonal and public
communication.

Line Davit
408 Andaraon

by T Downina and T. Clear/

:
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Sailors plan for future races
by Carole Hornberger

reporter
Imagine sailing through sparkling
waters, feeling the strength of the
wind as it fills the sails. The Members
of the University Sailing Club have
been planning their 198M4 fall and
spring semester schedule so they can
experience this first hand.
''Basically, we have been discussing our upcoming races and special class training sessions that we
will have," 'Commodore' Dawn
Longsfellow, club spokesman, said.
The Sailing Club is a club sport
which competes against other college
teams at different regattas all over
Ohio and Michigan, she explained.
Longsfellow added there are four
regattas this year. The first one will
take place next weekend, Oct. 15-16, in

»*

Dream Queen

jg news slafl/JomesYouii

Dan Melding, sophomore business major, mans the "polls" while sophomore
sales management major Chris Cunningham surveys photos of contestants in
the Sigma Alpha Epsiion "Dream Queen" contest.

Russia

by Tom Reed
reporter

Through funding of area sponsors, a
University research team has embarked on an $82,000 television docu-

NORTHEND^
PIZZA
$2.00 OFF

NcM>mbe< 17. »983

New Vvbrld String Quartet
FetxuoryiaW«4

Philip Jones Brass Ensemble

Singh tickets
for Vienna Boys Choir
on sale October 10th
Box office opens
weekdays 10-2

SUBSCRIBE NOW!!
Phone: 372-0171
Presented by the College of MusicolArt& BGSU
*o*o*o*o*<

Autumn Specials
Thur. Fri. Sat.

*

Corduroy Items
Burmuda Shorts - Asst colors$9."
(Broken Sizes)

*

*

Jumpers - Asst colors $19."
(Reg price 30.00)
Dresses - Asst styles $29."
(value to 55.00)
Coordinates - (Mauve only)25%
(skirt-Blazers)

off

«•£

5 95

Robe Gown
Dark Cotton Print
Long Robe $19.99
Reg. 27.00
Matching Gown 14.99
Reg 22.00

Bloody Moryi S Champagne Speciols I

AT THE LODGE
^*T* "•*•**. U^-oW '°»»A«—
1628 E. Wooster, Bowling Green
•cross from BGSU stadium

According to Longsfellow, club
meetings are held Tuesday nights at 9
p.m. and are open to all.

sequently small towns grew over- ing the supplies were limitless, Susan
night, while exsisting cities also Arpad said.
prospered, Susan Arpad explained.
"The drillers, at the time, did not
The gas boom significantly bene- understand that when they removed
fited Bowling Green, at one time the natural gas from the ground, that
nicknamed the "Crystal City," be- the gas itself was the pressurizing
cause of its then expanding glass force to reach the oil which was
industry. In fact, the economic good below." Susan Arpad said.
fortune of the town even prompted the
The evaporation of the natural gas
city council to offer an unlimited
supply of natural gas to any corpora- left the drillers with no way of extion that would bring its industry to tracting the oil, and turned the boom
towns, which the oil and gas created,
Bowling Green.
into ghost towns, she added.
THE PROGRAM will also explore
According to Joseph Arpad, the
the oil and gas reserves, which were
exhausted through primitive drilling abundance of oil and gas at the time
Brocedures, and probe for an explana- led some people in the county into a a
on for the American public's think- false sense ot security.

Dance To The

SNYDER'S CORNER

Murray Perahia pianist

12" SUB

Egg Strada, Omelettes, Ham,
Sausage, Bacon, Hash Browns,
Grits, Beet Stroganoft,
Homemade Pastries, Fresh Fruit,
Bagels & Cream Cheese.

Among some of these programs, the
club wilfbe holding classes for people
who want to sharpen their sailing
skills. Longsfellow said that a class
will be held this Sunday at noon.
Those who wish to go should meet out
side the University Union. The class
will be held on the Maumme River.
Other activities include Olympic
movies about sailing,' theme parties

TRANSITION BAND

October 25.

ON GRINDER, REGULAR, TURKEY,
CHICKEN, ROAST BEEF, MEATBALL,
HOAGIE, AND VEGETARIAN.
FREE DELIVERY!
110 W. Poe HRS. SUN-THURS. 11 am -12:30 am
352-7734
FRI & SAT 4:30 - 2:00 am
■ ■--■COUPON——'

feotured before every home gom«
II o.m 1:30 p.m

r

Vienna Choir

FREE DELIVERY!
-110 W. POE HRS.SUN-THURS. 11 am -12:30 am
■352-7734
FRI& SAT 4:30-2:00 am

Saturday
Brunch!

"We are not Just accepting those
that are expert sailors,'' she said,
"Anyone can come to our meetings.
The club is designed for all those who
are interested in sailing or if they do
not want to race, we have many
programs other than the regattas.

such as a ship wreck party, and mideter meetings which are held in a
t ciiy wrucn nas not been decided
yet. These mid-winter meetings are
planning sessions for the upcoming
spring schecdule, she said.
"We are also planning a spring trip
to the Bahamas," Longsfellow said,
"we would like to charter one or two
35 to 52 ft. boats and sail out of Fort
Lauderdale to the Bahamas."
Longsfellow said there is a *15
membership fee for the semester and
a $25 membership fee for the entire
year. She added that those people
wish to join late in the semester wul
not have to pay the full fee.

At

- INU

75* OFF

mentary investigating a natural ga
as
and oil boom which took place in Onii10
at the turn of the century.
Grants from the Ohio Humanities
Council, WBGU-TV Channel 57 and
the Marathon Oil Foundation have
enabled research for the hour-long
special to begin, Dr. Joseph Arpaa,
professional associate of the University's English Department, said.
The documentary, which will air
sometime next fall on Channel 57,
highlights eight years of examination
into the oil and gas booms and their
effect on the surronding community,
according to project director Dr. Susan Arpad.
The discovery of oil and natural
gas, in the late 19th century, created a
need for the housing of workers. Con-

Festival Series

16" PIZZA WITH
2 OR MORE
ITEMS

NORTHEND
PIZZA

SHE ALSO SAID the team this year
is in the process of rebuilding.
"In the club's past history, the team
was very successful making it to
nationals. This year we want to rebuild the club so we can regain that
status," she said.

One thing Longsfellow stressed was
that the club is open to all, inexperienced as well as experienced.

Show investigates gas, oil booms

pel
Her interest in music led her to liked.
"Many of the courses being taught teach Italian and Russian at the Unibecome involved in a group which
performs many songs In German, by Dr. Shllaku have become very versity," Gray said. "She is also the
woman who started the Academic
popular among students," he said.
Italian and Russian.
Teaching students is something Shl- Program in Salzburg, Austria."
"In German we Just sing our hearts
The program in Salzburg offers
out," she said. This interest also laku said she enjoys.
"I cannot resist someone who students the chance to study the lanhelped fuel the beginnings of two
courses, German Songs and Russian comes to me with a closed course guage and culture abroad, be said.
Songs now being offered at the Uni- card. I guess I'm soft-hearted when it
comes to students," she said. "I
versity.
"I love to teach linquistics and
According to Joel Gray, Chairman really love to work with students. It is these 25 years at BGSU have been
of the German/Russian program, rewarding to give out As to those who very beautiful because my teaching
courses taught by Shllaku are well really enjoy my classes," she added, has been so diversified."
i—■■COUPON-—M|

'umlci-

Toledo.
"We won't be concentrating too
much on winning," she said, "Basically we want people to get use to
the atmosphere of the regatta and test
their racing skills."
Longsfellow explained that a regatta is a series of short races. Each
school has two division teams. 'A'
division represents the varsity team
and 'B' division represents the junior
varsity team. First place goes to the
team with the lowest overall accumulation of points.

Visa

Master Charge
V. cLome

Burmuda Bag*
Canvas * Corduroy
$8.99
(rag 12.00)
fcxtra Covers
Reg 7.00
$3.00,

% PoUr Puff
525 /&4« St.
***** wewwe

■

Friday & Saturday
. * 1 & *»
o a-**1*
0<*°bCt
9.30 V-*'

■■ 51 cover charge
■ but.. .bring
! this ad

and get in
FREE!

12 Miles West of BG
on Highway 6

Must Be 19
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JOIN

HINDS
IN
I
HOMECOMING
CELEBRATION

SNAKE
DANCE
THROUGH
CAMPUS!
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Sign in, please

Assisted by Jenny Miller, freshman food management major, freshman economics major Todd Cortelletti
registers to vote in the Nov. 8 general election. Voter registration will continue during lunch and dinner today ana
tomorrow
tomorrow near
nea the dorm cafeterias. New voters can also register In the Student Services building and at area
businesses until Oct. 11.

coupon
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"A PERSON that lives in
Offenhauer is paying more
money than the rest of the
students on campus so our
magazine attempts to expose the Towers students
to all of its advantages,"
Godshall said.
Last year, due to lack of
interest, Skyline was unable to print a single issue,
but this year Godshall expects operations to run
smoothly.
"At our organizational
meeting we had at least 15
interested people so we
should be in good shape,"
Godshall said.

-dateline

I coupon

| clip and save 1

John," in which students
write light-hearted problems to a staff member
who attempts to solve
them.
The magazine also tries
to highlight all of the services the Offenhauer complex offers such as its own
weight room and the campus only public darkroom,
where students can learn
to develop film.

Residents of Offenhauer
Towers have a unique way
of receiving Information
and «»nmiiimi>f Hng frith
fellow dorm students.
While other dorms offer
newsletters and fliers, Offenhauer publishes the
only residence hall magazine on campus.
The residence hall magazine Skyline, which has
been in existence for three
years, Is a student-run operation that distributes
dorm news to its residents,
according to Tyler Godshall, graduate student of
college student personnel
program and first year adviser.
The magazine encourages interested students to
express their opinions
about dorm life in Off enhauer and to submit articles of creative writing,
such as poetry and advice,
Lori Kantz, senior public
relations major, said.
The publication runs a
take-off of the syndicated
advice column "Dear
Abby" called "Dear

■o
01
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Tickets are 84 for adults;
$2 for senior citizens, children and students. For
ticket reservations call
37M719.

Senior representative Elections for this year's
senior representative will
be held in the Union Foyer
today from 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
The voting is open to all
students. Students must
show an ID and validation
card to vote.
Theater - The University
Theater will present "Hot
L Baltimore" at 8 p.m.
today through Saturday,
Oct. IMS, and at 3 p.m.
Oct. 15 in the Main Audito, Hum of University Hall.

Cake Aacttou - Saturday's
BG-TU football rivalry will
be heightened with a cake
auction sponsored by the
Easter Seal Society of
Northwestern Ohio Inc.
Bids for the BG-TU cakes
will begin today at l p.m.
until 8 p.m. on WSDP Radio 1370 AM. The large BG

SOUTH
945 S. Main |
352-7571

For a days this past
summer, Robert Beard,
associate professor in the
School of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation,
tod IS other Americans on
a bicycle tour of the
Yangtae River valley in
China.
He will discuss his adventures and impressions
of China tonight at 7:30
p.m. in 112 Business Administration Building.
Highlights of his trip ineludedvisits to The Great
Wall, The Forbidden City,
Tiananmen Square, the
Temple of Confucius, The
Grand Canal, Beijing and
Shanghai.
Beard also returned with
memories and stories
about the people and cul
hire of China, a country
which only recently began
to reveal itself to the rest of
the world.
The free slide-lecture is
sponsored by the Brie-Ana
Council of American Youth
Hostel.

cake, created by Peterson's Bakery, 133 S. Main
St, will be decorated with
falcons.
Art - "Stories My Father
Told Me of Clowns, Buffoons and Court Jesters,"
an exhibit of sculpture by
Ed Parker of Cleveland,
opens at the University
Mileti Alumni Gallery. The
exhibit, which will continue through Oct. 21. can
be viewed between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m. weekdays. Admission Is free.

LADIES

WANTED!

Coupor^ood frorr^Q/^^0/15^^ coupon

BOOfSALE

10 % to 50 %
OFF
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THURSDAY
ONLY _
10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
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unlock the
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future!

Gardner
your Senior rep
FB2DAT, OCT 7
starts:
UNI OVAL

tut:
STASH*

60 B6
BEAT TUI

EXTERN

and get the
EXPERIENCE.

7:00 p

NOT THE
FALCONS
stM
PEP RALIY/BONRRE

Be an

Union foyer

Spend Spring Break with
someone already in your
chosen career. Get first hand
experience.

Soph., Jr's., Sr.'s apply
at Mileti Alumni Center.
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Republican
bids for job
WASHINGTON (AP) Clarence Brown, former
Ohio congressman and Republican candidate for
governor, took the first
step yesterday in his bid to
become deputy secretary
of the U.S. Department of
Commerce.
Brown fielded questions
by Sen. Barry Goidwater,
R-Ariz., chairman of the
Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation, as part of the
nominating process. Goldwater, the lone committee
member attending the
hearing, said he would poll
members of the panel and
report the results to
Brown, probably within 24
hours. But he s&id,
"You've got one vote
now."
Brown's nomination
would still have to be confirmed by a vote on the
Senate floor.
Brown said that as deputy secretary, he would
handle primarily day-today operations of the department, while Commerce Secretary Malcolm
Baldridge concentrated on
long-range policy issues.

"He (Baldridge) has a
very strong interest in the
trade issue and has left
some of the policy areas
for me to develop,'' Brown
said. "(But) in terms of the
organization of departments, the deputy has the
responsibility of the dayto-day operations."
BROWN, a Republican
congressman from Urbana, Ohio, for seven
terms, lost a bid for the
governorship at the hands
of Gov. Richard Celeste in
1982. Following his defeat,
he began work with the
Washington based American Enterprise Institute,
was hired by the Commerce Department last
July and is now serving as
deputy secretary-designate. As deputy secretary,
Brown would replace Guy
Fiske, who resigned last
April.
In answer to questions
by Goidwater, Brown said
he sees an expanded role
for the Institute of ComBter Science and that he
lieves the acquisition of
a computer system for the
National Bureau of Standards would proceed on
schedule.

Tonight! We'll close at 5:30 to take some spectacular markaowns, then re-open at 7 p.m.
for our Colleae Night Sale! Shop until lO for savings on fall fashions!

The lakes were used until 1973 to dispose of chloride waters from soda ash
Ereduction at PPG's Barerton plant. One of the
lakes is still being used to
settle wastes from plant
operations, and a second is
a backup. All are to be
closed by early 1984.
The reclamation study

Plaza

Junior fall iwaalws
25% off
All novel'"". <.'l>v- iy Pondoro
Shetlonds on,t 100% wool Shellonds

25% off loo Buotoitnn lurtlenecks.
solid sond prints, reg. '12
sale $9
Woo* Mend skirts n patterned
styles.reg '32-'34,
sale $19.99426
Corduroy slacks in novy. block,
toast,green, more. reg. '28.
sale $19
Fall walking shorts m solids and
stnpes.reg. '24-'28. sale $19-$21
25% off Foroh polyester slacks Fall
colors.reg '22. sale $16.50
25%-30% off seporote blazers by
Don Robbte.others. reg '54-'75.
sele $39-349
Slacks in polyester/ocrylic. Solids
or stripes, reg. •34-,36.
sale $25-127

Corduroy and denim joani

25% off
Denims trom Bnttonia. G'tono ond
others Plus Chic corduroy styles.
.eg'25-'34, sale $18.75-125.50
Entire Mock basic status Jeans
30% off
Includes Jordoche. Glorio Vender
twit. Sosson, Colvin Klein.
tag. '30 M0 Mia $21-$28

Lake study opens
AKRON, Ohio (AP) - A
study is under way to determine whether six lime
lakes owned by PPG Industries can be transformed from a wasteland
to wild lands with trees,
bushes and wildlife.
PPG has hired a consultant to study reclaiming
the lakes by mixing sewage sludge with the limestone and chloride in the
water so vegetation can
return to the 620 acres in
southwestern Summit
•County** ■*•*

Juniors

Special value Lee ond Chic bosic
5-pocket de.'imy just $19
25%-30% off all iunior coordmotes
ond octiveweor. reg '16-'52.
sale f 12-139
25%-30% off oil Palmetto's,
Hoppy Legs, Smorl Parts slocks
■eg '26 '38. $15.99-127

was announced in a company news release about
the results of a survey of 25
wells near the lakes.
Scott Tufts, manager of
environmental control at
PPG's Barberton operation, said the company has
spent more than $300,000
for the reclamation study
by Snell Environmental
Group of Lansing, Mich.
"Our goal is to provide a
means of reclaiming the
lakes to the best possible
land use or to a higher land

flora IDI0v/v4/63/85l

Entire stock of i
25% Off all lunic wo.er top*.
Solids or potterns. reg 'I2'30
sale $9-922.50
25% off selected outerwear
Severolstyles. reg '49-'160.
sal. S36 75-5120
25% Off entire stock ol iunior
dresses.reg '24'92. sale $19-969
Jumort
lOMfMS' l.?l'??4/?U/6J8'60S. 770

M.MTHRS-MM.

"Havw/jivjis/jM/iwi

rtfffc.4*.* %

HE ADDED, however,
that it could take a "lifetime" for the area to return to a "wild land."
Tufts said the company
will probably decide next
year on a $1 million pilot
protect to determine
whether the land can be
reclaimed by mixing
sludge with the limey soil.

Westport
Previously reduced denims
additional 40% off
100% cotton denim |eans in several
styles. Misses sizes 8-18 o"g '28

iLHL
Priorities transitional skirts
sole $6
Orig M8 Polyester/cotton poplm

ATTENTION:

lor eosy-care and comlon Four
stylesirUol^hodey^H8^^^^

STAGE
CREW

Wastport coordinates

25% off
By Fire Islonder ond Queen Cosuols
Polyester knits in foil colors, reg.

'

20% oH
Includes lomous mokers' Solids ond
prints, sizes 5-13 ond P.S.M.L. 'eg
'13'100. sale $11.10490
Famous maker foundations

20 % off
(nine stock by Boli. Vonity Fon
and Ploytei Many styles, reg
'"■■' MleS7.20-S19.20
All robes and loungeweer
20% off
Robes, dusters ond more Mony
stylesond colors, sizes S.M.L.
-eg
'15 99'82. sale $12.79-

H)

20% Off entire stock of ponties
Many styles, reg. *2-,7,
sale $3.40-311.20
minnow ?8»?3/'?6/?36'64'lii/600'/'
443i

JfiaU

i".-.

..''.■

Misses georgette dressy
Mouses
100% polyester in ruHle ond |obot
styles Creom. reo. groy. oloc« orj
more, ong '24 sale $19

28% Off JocliWinte^C'duroy^
coordinotes,ong '34-'68.
sale $25-$5i
30% off Chesterfieij long-sleeve
cotton knits, reg. '30, sale 19.99
25% off all Josephine blouses
Several styles reg '24-'28.
sale S1S-S21
25% off novelty sweaters. Severol
styles.reg '28'36. sale $21-$27
Famous maker wooT"coordinates

25%-%50off
By Jock Winter and Investments.
Severol styles ond colors, orig
$79
•r Collectlb

25% off

IP

From the Cambridge collection 100%
polyestei. misses 8 18. teg
'30'68 sale $22.50-351

Long-sleeve sweatshirts

Entire stock of ecUveweer

25% off

20% oH

reg '24-'2B. sale 318-321
Solid, stripe velour shirts

25% off
Entire stock! Polyester/cotton
blends m many styles and colors,
'eg '24-'34 sale $16-25.50
Button-down sportshlrts
Cotton/polyester styles by Arrow.
Mocy's Own Full cut ond fitted.
'eg '16'19. sale $12-314.25
Macy's Own patterned dress
shirts

25% off
Polyester /cotton titled stupe
styles. 14 l/J-17, 32-35 sleeve.
teg'21 sale $15.75

20% Off Allow Dove. sol<d buttondown dress shirts, reg '21.
sale $16.80
20 % Off MO! / s Men s Sice belts.
ieg Ml '17 50 sale $8.80-$14
20% off smoll leather . selected
styles >eg '6'20 sale $4.80-$16
25% Off Colvm Klem eons 100%
cotton ieg '40 sale $30
•*- s iDlO? H3 I0i 6l]. 10'
V 1" H o" ?»'i

Young Men's
Selected denim Jeans

25% off

Bosic fleece and fashion styles,
boys sizes 4-20, reg '8-'21,
•ale 36.40-316.00

20% off
all boys 4-7 denim ond corduroy
ieons,reg '12-'18,
Hie 39.60-314.40
25% oft
oil boys 4-20 sweoters.
Stripes and solids.
reg '9-'20,
sale $6.75
2S% to 40% off
all woven and flannel
sportshirts.4-20. 'eg '9-16.

sale $6.75-$9.60
25% off
oil knit tops. Many styles. 4-20.
reg '10-'2I.
Mia $7.50-315.75
20% off
fashion related seporotes 8-14,
25-30, ong '18.50-'52.
$14.90-$41.60
25% Off
Billy the Kid dress slocks 8-14
ond 25-30. reg '20-'21 50.
Mle$15-$16.13
25% Off
oil 8-14, 25-30.
corduroy leans,
ong '15-'19.
Mia $11.25-$ 14.25
25% off
G'eot Plnms denim |©ans
8-14, 25-30,
■eg '12-'I5,
sele $9.60-912
Bow IDS8-'3-74-6771

induoes Del Pin teg »IV

All packaged woven sportshirt
Entire stock of outerwear

25% off

25% oH
Members Only. Coope'. Coiolmo.
Pocific Trotl ar'O others . ong
•35'150 sale $26.25-3112 50

Includes butlon-ouw
spread collar styles Polyestercotton,
-eg. '18.
sale $13.50

Polyester slacks

All basic denim Jeans

25% off

20% oH
Includes Lee soil Greot Ploms
Clothing Cc 100% cotton, reg
'15'24 sale $12-39.20

By Hoggo' and Farah. Blue. Brown,
ton. block lor waist 32-42, reg
■24-'26.sele $16-$19.50

20% off all men's hosiery. Famous
makers, reg. '2-l8 50.
sale $1.60-6.80
Famous maker belted slacks

25% off
Jon Marc, John Weitz ond Foroh.
Woist sizes 32-42. loll shodes, reg
'28-'35. sale $21-26.25
Haggar polyester separates

25% off
100% polestei kt novy, groy.
ton and brown S'npe designs, reg

'22'80. sele $16.50-660
Selected patterned sweeters

25% off
Wool blends and ocryhc styles in
stripes ond lai'rsle patterns. ieg.
'32 50 '46. sale $24.37-334.50

ISorry, no mail or phone orders.
|HOURS: Monday - Friday 9:45-9:00
Saturday 9:45-5:30
Sunday 12-5
352-3565

Ski lockets, zip-off sleeve styles
and more Sizes 4-20, reg '28-

Girls

Men's

Plaza

Thursday,
October 6

■■i Milttl-HI,.,

25% off

Weitport (0660'184'162

College Night
Sale Specials
in yesterday's
BGNews
are not
effective
until
TODAY,

Entire stock hv Loft and B'Ownstone
and Gont 100%cotton. reg '28'36.
sale 321-327

Mle 314.25

Sweater vests and pullovers

Any UAO stage crew member
interested in being this year's
stage crew manager, please
contact Mike Bohinc in the
UAO Office.

Entire stock outerwear

25% off

Entire stock of daywear
20% off
Contemorory ond traditional slips.
teddies, comisotes. feg '7 50-'26
s.l.$t-$20.60

'■■■fl m,7i-m

now 2 $20. $11 ea.
O'tg '15 ec 100%ocryhc in oHwhtte, navy. teol. block, red,

Long-sleeve rugbies

25% off

25% off

Intimate

Boys

Men's

Entire stock from Mark Elliot and Loft
and Brownstone Polyester/cotton,

i

139 S. Main

20% off
Selected E |Oven dress
clothing, reg. '24'90.
sale $19.20-972

25% oH
Petei B. crew neck
sweaters 100Kocrylic. reg..
'18 sale $13.50
20% off
oil long-sleeve twill
collor knits,'egii'J4-'28,
sate $19.20-922.40
26% off
Nike few neck fleece
tops Logo styles, reg. '10
sale $7.50
25% Off
bosic fleece separates. Mony
colors, reg. '12.

sale $9
Young Mens IDI83-I04-483-774-I06)

m

Girls 7-14 Buttons denim jeans
odditionol 20% off
100% cotton in indigo blue denim,
■eg '12 sale $9.60
Girls 4-14 fashion slacks

25% off
Polyester /cotton in novy, khaki,
puiple ond st'ipes, 'eg '22-'24,
sale $16.50-919
Okis 4-6« turtlenecks

25% oH
Entire slock ol long-sleeve
styles by Buttons Solids, prints, reg.
4 99'5. sale 3.78
Infent, toddler OshKosh playweer
25% off
Jeons. overalls, tops, lockets and
mote, ieg. M0-'30. sale $7.80-

tH-M
28% off
all mfont ond toddler sweaters,
.eg '14--22 sale $10.50-16.50
25% off
all toddler sleepweoi.blanket sleepers.
'eg '8-M2, sale $6-99
28% off
entire stock of gels bogs,
including totes, 'eg '5-*13.
Mle$3.75-$ 13.50
29% off infont and toddler
loll coordinotes, reg '7-'18.
ee»e$5.2S-$13.50
Orh- >37'}I/6I'6»/60743|

macys

:■:■:•:•:•
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Solidarity leader honored

TVhorn page on*

repeal the equal time and fairness
doctrine laws "and other restrictions
on the freedom of the electronic media."
"There are two classes of media:
the press, with full freedom to express
its opinions, and radio and television,
which cannot," Packwood, chairman
of the Senate Commerce Committee,
said. "My bill will remove the stigma
of second-class citizenship for broadcasters. .."
Yesterday's hearing on the role of
television in educating the nation's
young people featured several witnesses who endorsed Wirth's bill and
his suggestion that commercial
broadcasters weren't doing enough
for children.
"This is not an eitber-or situation,"
Dr. Eli Rubenstein, a professor with
the Bush Institute for child and Family Policy at the University of North

Carolina, said. "Television can be
extremely helpful as an adjunct to
formal education."
"And it seems to us that this hour-aday (requirement) is the rock-bottom
amount of time that should be devoted
to children's programming." Dr. Sharon Robinson, director of instruction
and professional development for the
National Education Association,
added.

Walesa awarded Nobel Prize

Abel said Wirth's survey results
were inaccurate, noting that only 326
of the 850 commercial TV stations
polled had responded and an upcoming NAB study would show substantially larger amounts of children's
programming are available.
The House survey is also unfair, he
continued, because it fails to take note
of the children's programming available through public and cable television.

OSLO, Norway (AP) - Lech Walesa, leader of Poland's outlawed
Solidarity labor movement, was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize
Sterday for his fight on behalf of
"unconquered longing" of all
people for peace and freedom.
Walesa quickly said he would
give the approximately $190,000
award to Poland's Roman Catholic
Church, which has been outspoken
in its support of the labor
movement.
Polish authorities did not say
whether they would permit Walesa
to leave Poland to accept the
award, and the labor leader said he
was considering sending a relative
in his place. Soviet dissident Andrei Sakharov, the only other
Peace Prize laureate from the East
bloc, did not accept his award
because he feared he would not be

allowed to return home. His wife,
Yelena Bonner, attended on his
In Warsaw, deputy government
spokesman Andrzej Konopacki
charged that the award was politically motivated and said the Peace
Prize "used to be a meaningful
award. Now it is devalued."
Walesa, who was interned by the
Communist government for 11
months during martial law, was
harassed afterward while trying to
return to his lob as a shipyard
electrician, ana has recently been
the object of a news media campaign to discredit him.
THE NORWEGIAN Nobel Committee said Walesa had made his
contribution "with considerable
personal sacrifice to ensure the
workers' right to establish their
own organization."

The Solidarity union, the only
independent labor union in the Soviet bloc, was founded in August
1980, after a wave of strikes and
unrest, but was suspended at the
imposition of martial law Dec. 13,
1981, and later outlawed.
A Solidarity underground remains and, despite frequent government efforts to minimize
Walesa's importance and discredit
him, he remains a hero of the
Polish people and a rallying point
for the movement.
The Nobel committee said it "regards Walesa as an exponent of the
active longing for peace and freedom which exist, in spite of unequal conditions, unconquered in
all the peoples of the world.
"In an age when detente and the
peaceful resolution of conflicts are

more necessary than ever before,
Lech Walesa's contribution is both
an inspiration and an example," it
said.
The committee said Walesa's
work was "characterized by a determination to solve his country's
problems through negotiation and
cooperation without resorting to
violence."
His contribution "is of vital importance in the wider campaign to
secure the universal freedom to
organize - a human right as defined by the United Nations," the
committee said.
"I hope this will be an incentive
for everybody around the world
who fights to protect peace and
human rights, committee chairman Egil Aarvik said.

Station wagons safer than small 2-door cars
i:

WASHINGTON (AP) - Small, twc-door
cars, many of them Japanese imports, have
the worst accident records while station wagons, even compact models, have performed
most safely, according to an insurance industry study.

rS"

The study, released Tuesday by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, rated 133
passenger cars on the frequency of collision
and personal injury claims.
The comparison showed, generally, that the
larger the car - with four-door models having

The study showed the
cars with the best record in
both the collision and injury categories are the
Oldsmobile Cutlass station
wagon, four-door Buick Le
Sabre and the two-door
Oldsmobile Delta 88.
Cars with the worst overall injury record were the
Datsun 200 SX, Subaru DL,
Plymouth Sapporo and

CASH & CARRY
SPECIALS
OCTOBER 7 & 8

DAISIES

$2

a significant advantage
over two-door versions the less likely a person will
sustain serious injury and
the less damage will be
done to the vehicle.

DOZEN

Dodge Challenger, all twodoor models. The Chevrolet Corvette, the BMW 320i
and the Datsun 280 ZX, all
In a sports-specialty cat3;ory, had the worst coition loss record, followed
by the Volkswagen Scirocco, a small two-door.
ACKNOWLEDGING
that driving habits play a
major role in the frequency of accidents, the
insurance institute said the
ranking was "adjusted... to eliminate possible
distortions due to... operator age" and other factors. In other words, one

CPR WORKSHOP

MYLES' FLOWERS
j. D.Q. BUILDING

352-2002
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Thurs. 6th - Movie Night

Payment upon sign-up in
UAO OFFCE
coupe n coupon coupon coupon coupon coupon coupon coupon co g

compare at 29.00

Jeans n' Things
for Guys 'N Gals

MI MtT * Ml-H
Subi--l2Vof,«HitJ

RUSH • RUSH « RUSH » HUSH » RUSH » RUSH » RUSH • RUSH • RUSH*

SAVE UP TO
NOT GOOD
ON DELIVERY

$

2.00

NOT GOOD
ON DELIVERY

PRESENT THIS COUPON

KM 50* OFF
Any (Whole) Dexter's Sub
(COUPON GOOD FOR DISCOUNTS ON UP TO
4 SANDWICHES 90' OFF EACH)

Remember...
We bake our buns fresh daily!
Expiration

Bowling Green

f

coupon coupon coupon coupon coupon coupon coupon coupon
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Thursday is:

• Ladies night at 8:30 with special beer
and drink specials • SAE Bedrace Happy
Hours at 9:00
Bring complimentary cup from
Appearing This Friday & Saturday
Beginning at
pm
ROSIE and AARON'S

Jumpin Jive Band
50's, 60's, and MOTOWN

TIME: 7:30

SIM.Wi

compare at 24.00

MS: Lee STRAIGHT
LEG Denim Jeans
only 18.99

» RUSH * RUSH « RUSH * RUSH • RUSH • RUSH •

Tonight

UNION
$18.00/person

Guys prewashed
denim Jeans
only 17.99

RUSH

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

Tues - Oct 11, 18
6 - 10 pm
PERRY CROGHAM ROOM,

rrrl

None of the cars in that
category showed a collision loss of better than
average, but the category
accounted for all of eight
cars that had injury loss of
"substantially worse than
average."

Only the Subaru DL 4wheel drive model had a
collision rating of "substantially worse than average" among the station
wagons.
Injury losses are based
on the frequencies of insurance claims filed under the
personal injury provision
of policies. The collision
losses are presented in
terms of average loss payments per insured vehicle
year, a statistical device
that reflects the total collision payments divided by
the total number of a particular car model.

RUSH

SIGN UP NOW
for

Give Roses, Carnations and Planters
from

ter than average."

Among small cars only
the four-door Honda
Accord and Mercury Lynx
station wagon reported
"better than average" inThe safest categories
jury and collision losses.
The category with the were station wagons and
worst loss statistics were medium and large sized
two-door cars. Of 39 small four-door models. Of 18
and medium two-door station wagons, including
models only the American nine in toe "small car"
Eagle 50 Liftback had an category, none had injury
injury loss record of "bet- ratings of below average.

» RUSH » RUSH •

Sweetest Day - Oct. 15

Corner of Ridge & Ihurstin

model shouldn't rank better than another just because it is preferred by
more conservative drivers.

Saturday's game for low price
fill up.

• Live dancing
• Dance floor
• Plenty of drink specials
• Proper picture ID required
E. Wooster Near 1-75 352-2587
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Soviet Union greets couple,
treats Americans differently
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Despite
the downing of a South Korean airliner, Joan and Larry Northrup flew
to the Soviet Union for their vacation
because they wanted to blow "what
that country was all about."
The residents of suburban Gahanna
had planned the group tour for
months. Although some tour members canceled after Russian planes
shot down the Korean airliner, the
Northrups' curiosity made them go
ahead.
"We were iust as angry as everyone
else," Mrs. Northrup said of the tragedy. "We wanted to see for ourselves
what that country was all about."
They found out. When they transferred in Helsinki, Finland, to a Soviet
airliner, the Finns would not allow the
plane to park at the main terminal.
All passengers were bused to the
runway and carried their own lugchat's when we realized we were
going to have some problems," Mrs.
Northrup said.

Soviet and American passengers
were segregated. They were assigned
to a tourist hotel and required to eat

specially prepared meals in the dining room. Each floor of the hotel had a
hall monitor who checked travelers'
identification and kept hotel keys
when they weren't in the room. Propaganda-laden "news" reports were
piped in. Their guide, a Communist
Party member, wrote reports on each
tourist's activities.

wore blue jeans and a leather jacket.
Often, young people on the street
wordlessly indicated they wanted to
buy or trade something for the Americans' clothing and shoes. They pantomimed because they could have been
penalized for verbally negotiating
such transactions, she said.

"THEY WERE constantly taking a
count," Mrs. Northrup said. Tipping
was not allowed, but the Northrups
left chewing gum, pantyhose and toiletry items for the hotel maid. Their
trip involved intrigue as well. Mrs.
Northrup was followed around Leningrad for a day and a half by a welldressed Soviet man and a uniformed
soldier.
When they took a cross-country
train trip, they were allowed to travel
only at night. "We might see the
military installations," Mrs. Northrup guessed. Photographs from the
train were prohibited.
The Northrups, both 30, found the
Soviets have a "childlike curiosity"
about American fashion and life. Mrs.
Northrup created a stir when she

"THE WOMEN are not fashionable," Mrs. Northrup said. "They don't
wear slacks or jewelry. Wool is scarce. .. the natives layer their polyester clothing to stay warm."
She said everything from shoes to
ice cream is scarce and of poor quality, and the biggest department store
in Moscow resembles a low-quality
American discount store and prices
are "outrageous."
The average Soviet family lives in a
three-room apartment in a high-rise
building, she said. Meat is not readily
available. Bread, cheese, cabbage
and raw fish are staples of the Soviet
diet.
Back home, the Northrups say they
appreciate America all the more
since their trip.

Puppy gulps lady's diamond earring
SPRINGFIELD, Ohio
(AP) - Theresa Schiavone's diamond earring
became a diamond in the
rough when a puppy took a
shine to it in a pet store and
gulped it down.
Schiavone said the earring, one of a set given her
by her late father, was
snatched from her ear Sat-

urday as she picked up a
puppy at Doktor's Pet Center here.
"She was such a darling
little thing, I lust picked
her up and cuddled her in
my arms, rather hoping
that she'd lick my face,1'
Schiavone, of nearby
Enon, said. Instead of nuzzling her, though, the En-

glish bulldog "went
straight for my left ear."
"I thought for a moment
that she'd bitten me, but
when I reached up to touch
my ear I discovered my
earring was gone," she
said.
An X-ray revealed the
puppy had swallowed the
earring. Veterinarian

Moth search begins
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) stating their goods have
- Federal agricultural offi- been inspected and are
cials searching for gypsy free of the eggs.
Authorities list the highmoth eggs are to begin
random checks of moving risk states as Connecticut,
vans and trucks entering Massachusetts, New JerOhio from nine northeast- sey, Rhode Island, New
Hampshire, Vermont, New
ern states.
Beginning next week, ^ork^Max^landpd Pennpeople 'movtijf into Ohio
from high-risk states must
Last year, the moths dehave statements, either
from government-ap- foliated more than 8 milproved inspectors or their lion acres in the United
own written statements, States.

CAPITAL UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL
will be interviewing at
Student Service Placement

Dana King put the animal
on a high-bulk diet to help
nature take its course.
By Monday, a second Xray revealed that the
puppy had surrendered the
gem.
"The man over at
ers Jewelry said he'd i
ish it up for me,"
Schiavone said.

Boss called to testify
FINDLAY, Ohio (AP) - Before
its merger with VS. Steel Corp.
last year, the Marathon Oil Co.
searched for a buyer to save it
from a takeover by the Mobil Oil
Corp., Marathon PresWent Harold
Hoopman testified in a civil trial
yestersay.
"We were running evenr track
we could think of," he said. f'I think
we did a good job protecting the
stockholders' interest."
Hoopman was the first witness
called by lawyers for a group of
dissident shareholders upset over
the price received for stock when
the Marathon U.S. Steel merger
was approved in March 1962.
The trial in Hancock County
Common Pleas Court is to decide
the fair cash value of a share of
stock on the day before the merger.
Marathon lawyers contend the
two prices paid for stock was fair
according to trading trends in the
market, while dissenters claim the
price paid should have been based
on the value of Marathon's assets.
Kenneth Weinberg, a lawyer for
some of the 400 dissident stockholders who held back 135,000 shares at
the time of the merger, questioned

\
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You work hard all
your life and what
do you get?
Well, depending
on where you work,
you could get cancer.
Over the next
several years the
American Cancer
Society will be conducting more research
into certain lifestyles
and exposures which
could increase cancer
mortality.
So know the
risks.

ONLY
$5,251
MINI MALL KAUTY SALON
190 S. MAIN SY.
352-7638
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Don't smoke.

Look for (he
warning signs of
cancer.
And retire not
only with a gold
ticker.
But a healthy
one, also.
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Hoopman said brief consideration was given to liquidating Marathon as a way to thwart Mobil, out
he said accountants said there
would be too many taxes to pay to
make the move profitable.
A series of meetings between
Hoopman and U.S. Steel Chairman
David Roderick concluded with an
agreement early on Nov. 18, 1981.
The steelmaker agreed to a price of
more than $6 billion, which was
paid to stockholders in two ways.
For the first SI percent of the
shares, U.S. Steel paid $125 each.
Each additional outstanding share
was exchanged for a $100 note,
valued at $7<Ta share at the time of
issue.
"We had an awful lot of happy
stockholders," Hoopman said.

i

Thurs Canadian
Fri Miller Nite

TOLEDO

competitors in our market area,"
Hoopman said.
Marathon officials also negotiated with General Electric Co.
and Allied Chemical Co. General
Electric was in the beat financial
shape to purchase Marathon.
Hoopman said, but it had too much
money tied up in construction projects.

MOBIL ANNOUNCED an offer
of HI a share for Marathon stock
on Oct. 30. 1981. In the next two
weeks, officials of the Findlay
based Marathon contacted "all
corporate entities that had financial stature enough" about buying
Marathon.
That included several big oil
companies, even though Marathon
was fighting the Mobil takeover.
Hoopman said the most serious
talks were held with Gulf Oil Co.
But he said no deal could be worked
out because of antitrust laws - the
same laws that blocked Mobil from
pursuing control of Marathon.
"If Mobil was found in court to be
clean of antitrust problems, then
Gulf was going to get in through the
same eye of the needle," Hoopman
said. "We considered many, many
ways to find a legal means of
dealing with oil companies.
"In the opinion of counsel, there
was no way we could make a deal
with any oil companies that were

HOWARD'S ^

TERMINATE

Oct
11
1-3
pm
all interested welcome!

Hoopman about the company's assets and Marathon's actions when
it learned it was a target for takeover.
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Pope may appoint four new U.S. cardinals
NEW YORK (AP) - There has been
nothing like it in American Catholicism since 1808, when the Vatican
created four dioceses - New York,
Philadelphia, Austin, Texas, and Bardstown (later Louisville) on a single

%. death of Cardinal Humberto

Medeiros of Boston, the cancer of
Cardinal Terence Cooke of New York
and the impending retirement of two
other U.S. cardinals is presenting
Pope John Paul II with a rare opportunity to reshape the leadership of the
American church.
Given this opportunity to name four
new cardinals.'the pope now has it in
his power to change the picture of the
entire U.S. hierarchy," according to
Monsignor John Tracy Ellis, dean of
U.S. church historians.
Cardinal Timothy Manning of Los
Angeles reaches the mandatory retirement age of 75 next year, and
Cardinal John Krol of Philadelphia
will be 75 in 1965.

Krol, 73, received his red cap 16
years ago and is the senior active
American member in the College of
Cardinals. He oversees 1.5 million
Catholics in the 175-year-old Philadelphia Archdiocese.
"As a bishop, I have to be absolutely conservative in doctrine," Krol
said. But on nuclear arms, he supSrted the National Conference of
tholic Bishops, in its condemnation
of the arms race.
"NUCLEAR WAR Is a crime
against God and man, and merits
unequivocal condemnation," Krol
said.
Medeiros. who died Sept. 17 at age
67, also spoke out against the nuclear
arms race and used his position as
spiritual leader of the nation's thirdlargest diocese to condemn drug
abuse and racial conflict. He had been
leader of Boston's two million Roman
Catholics for 13 years.
Cooke, 62, built a reputation as an

able administrator, a dedicated pastor and a cautious progressive who
preferred to work behind the scenes.
The 74-year-old Manning, a conservative Irish-born priest, became archbishop of Los Angeles in 1970, before
being elevated to cardinal in 1973.
Even as they mourn the death of
Medeiros and pray for Cooke, Catholics are speculating on the identity of
their successors. In Boston, "it's the
greatest indoor sport now that Yaz
(Red Sox star Carl Yazstremski) has
retired," the Rev. A. Paul White,
editor of the archdiocesan weekly,
77ie Pilot, said.
But, "any guess is an uneducated
guess," James Hennesey of Boston
College, author of a history of American Catholics, said. "And any thinking on the subject tends to be wishful
thinking."
ONE MAN is being mentioned in
both cities - John Roach, 62, archbishop of Minneapolis St. Paul, presi-

dent of the National Conference of
Catholic Bishops and a key figure In
the bishops' letter on nuclear war.
Roach's identification with the bishops' critique of U.S. military policy
might rule him out as New York
archbishop, who also serves as military vicar with responsibility for two
million Catholics and their families in
the armed forces.
Some other names circulating in
New York:
- Metuchen, N.J., Bishop Theodore
McCarrick, 53, secretary to Cooke
and auxiliary bishop in New York
before his appointment to his newly
created diocese in 1981.
He is fluent in Spanish and has
directed a diocese with a serious
shortage of priests. The two clearest
trends in New York's future are more
Hispanics and fewer priests.

- Bishop Joseph O'Keefe, 64, vicar
general of the archdiocese and hioiest administrator after the cardinal.
In the event of Cooke's death he would
i
direct the archdiocese until the pope
appoints a successor.
- Louisville Archbishop Thomas
Kelly, 52, secretary of the Natioaal
Conference of Catholic Bishops and
secretary to the papal delegation-in
Washington from 1965 to 1971. A Rochester, N.Y., native, he spent part of
his childhood in Queens.

served as auxiliary bishop under Medeiros, as "an intelligent conservative." Reilly, who has studied at
Harvard and Boston College was a
member of the committee that
drafted the bishops' pastoral letter.
Traditionally, the pope confers with
the Sacred Congregation of Bishops in
Rome and the apostolic delegate in
Washington.
"The pope will get plenty of advice,
but he won't pick someone (for any of
the major sees) he doesn't know personally." Monsignor Florence Cohalan, author of "A Popular History of
the Archdiocese of New York" said.
John Paul has shown no pattern for
choosing archbishops. He followed
one tradition in appointing Cincinnati
Archbishop Joseph Bernardin to Chicago, which has never had an insider.
But in so doing he broke with another
- no archbishop of Cincinnati had ever
left for another post.

IN BOSTON, these men are being
discussed:
- Auxiliary Bishop Thomas Daily,
56, chancellor and vicar general of the
archdiocese and its administrator
since the death of Medeiros.
- Bishop Daniel Cronin, 56, of Fall
River, Mass., and Bishop Daniel
Reilly, 54, of Norwich, Conn.
One church historian described Ctonin, a Cambridge, Mass., native who

Watt's resignation urged Dumps violate permits
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate Republican leaders dealt embattled Interior
Secretary James Watt another setback yesterday by suggesting Watt
resign or face a "very, very strong"
vote of no-confidence from his own
party.
The GOP senators held a closeddoor caucus Tuesday and said yesterday a consensus had emerged that
Watt should resign because Republican support for him was far less than
had been previously gauged.
"There s a very, very strong feeling
that Secretary Watt should leave,"
Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan., said.
Assistant Republican Leader Ted
Stevens of Alaska, a frequent defender of Watt and his policies, conceded "an increasing number of
(Republican) members. .. are of the
opinion that a change will ultimately
have to be made."
But President Reagan said yesterday that Watt "has done a fine job"
and a "stupid remark" did not merit
bis removal. And Douglas Baldwin.

U

Watt's chief spokesman, said the secretary continues to believe he is an
asset to the administration.
In other action, the Senate defense
appropriations subcommittee passed
a $251.4 billion military spending bill,
leaving intact money for such expensive and controversial programs as
the MX missile, B-l bomber and the
production of nerve gas.
The subcommittee finished its work
in less than four hours of deliberations
spread over two days, and sent the
Appropriations Committee the measure, which is tentatively scheduled to
consider the measure Oct. 26.
In another Senate development, the
Martin Luther King holiday moved
closer to passage as Jesse Helms, RN.C., agreed to drop his filibuster
against the measure.
The bill is now scheduled for a
Senate vote Oct. 19 with passage
almost certain. Reagan has already
indicated he will sign the bill setting
aside the third Monday in January starting in 1988 - as a day to honor the

slain civil rights leader. King's birthday is Jan. 15.
Meanwhile, West German President Karl Carstens told a joint meeting of Congress that the 250,000
American troops stationed in his
country are welcome there, and that
his nation is prepared to "contribute
its fair share to the common defense"
of the West.
In a speech frequently interrupted
by applause, Carstens said he rejected the unilateral abolition of nuclear weapons because "good
intentions alone are not enough to
preserve peace."
Carstens, whose office is largely
ceremonial, is on a tour of the United
States to mark the 300th anniversary
of German emigration to this country.
The Senate Foreign Relations Committee endorsed a one-year extension
of a House-passed bill requiring the
president to certify every six months
that El Salvador's government is
making progress on human rights and
land reform as a condition for receiving U.S. military aid.

Fighting heart disease and
stroke is a life or death matter.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Congressional investigators reported yesterday that 78 percent of the
hazardous waste dumps they
checked this summer were violating their federal permits by not
monitoring for possible leaks of
toxic chemicals into drinking water supplies.
Two influential congressmen
said they were "shocked," and
vowed to ask the House to provide
for criminal prosecution of dump
operators who deliberately ignore
health safeguards imposed by federal law.
•
The sample survey of state pollution officials in North Carolina
and Illinois was conducted by the
General Accounting Office, the investigative arm of Congress, which
found that 78 percent of the dumps
operating under so-called "interim
status permits" were not checking
for groundwater pollution, as required. In Illinois, the GAO said, 33
of 38 sites were not meeting requirements, and in North Carolina,
18 of 27 sites were not complying.
In two other states surveyed, the
GAO said, Massachusetts and California state officials did not know
how many sites were in compliance
because few bad been checked.

pending more comprehensive permanent licensing, and cover nearly
all legal dump sites in the country.
The GAO said through July 1983,
24 of an estimated 8,000 facilities
expected to require permits had
received their permanent licenses,
and the process of licensing the
rest could take another 10 years.

THE INTERIM permits require
dump operators to install monitoring wells around their sites and
take periodic samples to indicate
whether wastes have leaked from
the site and are seeping toward
underground water supplies.
The GAO said state officials attributed the lack of compliance to
the technical complexity and costs
of doing so. A North Carolina official was quoted as saying it costs
about $4,000 to install a monitoring
well and about $12,800 for the first
year's sampling.
Florio and Lent said they would
introduce an amendment to the
federal waste disposal law that
could impose criminal sanctions on
dump owners who deliberately
evade permit requirements.
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THE GAO SAID underground
water pollution "is the most se-

rious potential threat to human
health and the environment posed
by the disposal of hazardous
waste." An estimated 1,350 sites
nationwide are subject to the
groundwater monitoring requirement.
In addition, the GAO said, neither the Environmental Protection
Agency, which issues the permits,
nor state officials are making sure
dump operators are complying
with financial requirements Intended to ensure that dumps can be
safely closed when full and then
maintained, and adequate insurance against accidents has been
obtained.
Environment Protection Agency
officials, when queried, said they
had no immediate comment.
The GAO study was released by
Rep. James Florio, D-N.J., chairman of the House Energy and
Commerce subcommittee with jurisdiction over hazardous wastes,
and Rep. Norman Lent of New
York, the panel's senior Republican.
Florio said that even the minimal
health precautions required by the
interim permits were not being
carried out. The interim permits
are supposed to be temporary,

Poll reports Ohioans favor Issue 1

Issue 1

COLUMBUS (AP) - The
Columbus Dispatch reported yesterday that a
mail poll shows Ohio voters favor raising the
state's minimum drinking

age to 21 by more than a 2to-1 margin,
The poll of 1,610 registered voters, taken Monday through Wednesday of
last week by The Dispatch.

showed 69 percent favored measure.
Issue 1, which would raise
the minimum drinking age
Issue 1, a proposed
from 19 to 21 years. Thirty- amendment to the Ohio
one percent of the survey Constitution, will be derespondents opposed the cided by voters Nov. 8.
<w^rw

thinks
you're
still
a baby.

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE I
0

BG'o LARGEST AND
MOST COMPLETE

12*33 KRAMER RD.

IMPORT FACILITY
call today

Issue 1 is a ballot issue coming up this November that
would take away 19 and 20 year old Ohioans' right to
drink beer.
Even though these young adults can vote, serve
in the military, get married, buy a house and hold
down a job, Issue 1 would make it a crime for them
to drink beer anywhere in Ohio.
Supporters of Issue 1 claim it will reduce drunk
driving, the truth is. drunk driving is a problem for
every age group, not just 19 and 20 year olds. And
Ohio already has a new tough drunk driving law
that has reduced alcohol-related accidents by as
much as 34%.
So. to guarantee that Issue 1 does not treat
our young adults like they are still in diapers. Vote
NOonltiue 1.
To be sure you're registered to vote, simplv
call your local Board of Elections at 3524531 ,
or contact your local Democratic or Republican
county headquarters. (Ask the Board of Elections how
you can register your friends to vote No on Issue 1.
too.) You muit be registered by October 10 or you cannot
vote.

352-7031

r

rCAf^lf'd7n HuSsDAY
UliTEE

irA

Vt&QIJ.

Tb protect your right to drink,
protect your right to vote.
Register NOW.

V

Paid for by Ihc Lei 19 WbrV Committee. 150 East Broad Street Suite 306.
Columbus, OH 43215.614/224-1500. Karen L. Howdyshell. TVeasurer.
REGISTER TO VOTE AT THESE BOWLING GREEN LOCATIONS

* Mart's Plan Pah
• Nortoa's

* 3*5 Stalest Services
t-12 aad 1-4 daily
• Wood Co.nl> Board of Elections
8:30-4:30 daily
•Adatialstratioa BMf.

• Brat haw
• Howard's
• Mala Street
•SataB't
• Uptown/Downtown
•BA BaiMiat

Groand floor (10-4 pm)

This is your LAST weekend to register to vote.
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Good for a free ride on 10-5-83

sports
Chicago defeats O's, 2-1
BALTIMORE (AP) - LaMarr Hoyt
won a duel of finesse and precision
with Scott McGregor, pitching a fivehitter that carried the Chicago White
Sox to a 2-1 victory yesterday over the
Baltimore Orioles in Game One of the
American League playoffs.
The meeting of these two pitchers
was billed as a matchup of a master of
control, Hoyt, and a crafty, tricky
veteran, McGregor.
THE RIGHT—HADNER Hoyt, 3410 and the winningest pitcher in baseball the past two seasons, won this
time. He struck out only four batters,
but he walked not a soul. He bad
walked only 31 batters in 260 2-3
innings during the regular season,
and be was on his form. He gave up
three singles, to Todd Cruz, Rick
Dempsey and Cal Ripken Jr., and two
doubles - by Ken Singleton and Dan
Ford.
Left-hander McGregor, the Orioles
top winner this year with an 18-7
record, had a slightly more adventurous, 6 2-3-inning outing, while benefit-

ting from some good defense. He
escaped from peril in the second
inning, then stingily gave up a run in

After a 42-minute rain delay in thr
middle of the fourth inning, Hoyt
retook the mound. The clouds broke,
the sun came out, and the big rightTOM PACIOREK, the White Sox's hander, who extended his personal
36-year-old first baseman who hit .400 winning streak to 14 games, owned
against the Orioles this season, got
the game-winning RBI with a single,
The second game in the best-of-five
and he scored an unearned run in the series will be played tomorrow night
sixth without benefit of a hit.
again in Baltimore, with Mike FlanaBearded and barrel-bellied, Hoyt gan the starter for the Orioles and
retired the first seven men he faced. Floyd Bannister for Chicago.
Constantly working ahead of the bitters, Hoyt used a moving fastball and
American at Baltimore
decent breaking ball to confound one
of baseball's most potent lineups. Chicago ... Ml m m-t
Nothing got out of the infield until Baltimore •N too m-i
Cruz's hit, but the hardest hit ball off
Hoyt probably was the one hit two
Game-Winning RBI - Padorek (1).
batters later.
E-EMurray. DP-Chicago 1, Baltimore 1. LOB-Chicago 10, Baltimore 3.
WITH TWO OUT and Cruz still at 2B-Luzinski, Singleton, RLaw, Ford.
first, leadoff hitter Al Bumbry hit a S-Fletcher.
long flyball to left-center field. White
WP-TMartinez. BK-McGregor. TSox center fielder Rudy Law raced to
the wall and gathered it in. And the 2:38. A-51,289.
Orioles scoring threat had expired.

Bengals
prepare
far 3-2
Steelers
CINCINNATI (AP) Coach Forrest Gregg says
his Cincinnati Bengals
wont be making maior
changes in their game plan
to face the Pittsburgh
Steelers, despite Cincinnati's 1-4 record.
The Bengals play host to
the Steelers on Monday
night at Riverfront Stadium.
"I'm satisfied with what
we're doing," Gregg said.
Bengals quarterback
Ken Anderson completed
21 of 30 passes Sunday for
three touchdowns and a
season-high 330 yards in
Cincinnati's 34-31 loss to
the Baltimore Colts, and
Bengals receiver Cris
CoUinsworth caught eight
passes for a club record206
yards.
BUT CINCINNATI blew
a 31-21 lead and with it, the
game.
"We got enough offense
to win on Sunday. The defense, quite frankly, didn't
play a great game," Gregg
said, referring to Colt?
drives to score after Baltimore took advantage of
costly Bengal turnovers in
Cincinnati territory.
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BG club ski team places second at
the University Intercollegiate meet
However, the Falcons were out
to avenge last season's secondplace finish to the Bobcats. Saturday BG came out charging
as both
the metis' and womensr teams captured the trick titles.

by John McShaffrey
sports reporter

Overcast skies and chilly
weather did not prevent the Falcon
club water ski team from taking
the first-day lead in the hio University Intercollegiate
Championships, last weekend.
Five schools competed in the
two-day, three-event (slalom,
tricks, jump) compppetition held
near Albany, Ohio at Cajun Lake.
They were Akron, BG, Indiana,
Ohio State and defending champion
and host Ohio University.
It was rather surprising that the
BG skiers held the lead after Saturday's tricking event. After finishing ninth in the country last
year, BG lost many of their top
performers to graduation. In addition, OU is a qualifying team for
I this year's Collegiate Nationals.
Price!

SUNDAY STARTED OUR out
almost as well as Saturday for the
Falcon skiers. Skiing under the
clear, sunny sky, both the men and
the women claimed second place in
the slalom competition.
Itttt all came down to Sunday's
big event - lumping. Knowing the
Bobcats had a strong mens' team,
the BG women had to win. . .and
win they did. The jumping victory
earned the womens' team first
place overall and set the stage for
the mens' jumping competition.
THE BOBCATS TOOK three of
the top five spots, led by Wayne
Hanzel, who soared 152 feet for a

in eltecl iu I H3 Ihru

HI

ll 83
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new Midwest Intercollegiate record to win the competition.
When the final tally was compiled, the results showed OU to be
the clear winner, scoring 410 more
points than runner-up BG. The
victory was the second in a row tor
the Bobcat skiers at their own
tourney; BG won it three years
ago.
Following the Falcons were
OSU, IU and last place AU.
Individually, BG did extremely
well. Freshman Doug Lance took
second in all three events in his
first collegiate tournamment. Terrie Smith and Bobbie Timmons
placed in the top in all three events,
while Dean Gnepper took the Falcons' only other top-five iniah with
a fourth in tricks. Also competing
for BG were Scott Carrie. Dave
Gnepper, Chris Nader, and Susan
Sayers.

nqhl In limit qu<

Nationwise
Helps With
Fall Saviings
...with Regal Seatcovers
Par qt after rrrfg's $3.00 rebate on 12 qts or $1.25 rebate on 5 qts
Siive up to M9.00

Castrol 10W40 or
20W50 Motor Oil
Limit 12 Sale Price 79C
ENGINEERED FOB SMALLER CARS

fg£l z

Your Choice-.

19.88
Starlite Regal

fgffl z
Your Choice

6.88

Seat Covers
Bench or Bucket
Bench Reg 38.95
Bucket Reg 33.95

Sparkomatic

Mini Auto
Clock
Reg 9.8BSCL-4

"EVEN THOUGH WE
Save them the bail down
icre, there's no law that
says you have to give them
a touchdown," he said. "If
we could have held them to
three points one other
time, it could have been
the ballgame."

16.88

Chieftain
Foglamps
Quartz Halogen Kits
41001 2v»s Reg. 24.95
42001 2*s Reg 26 95

p*Sa
.~4

He said Cincinnati's tendency to surrender the ball
in its own territory was the
difference in the game.
Pittsburgh, 3-2 this season, is still within Cincinnati's striking range in the
National Football
League's AFC Central division. The Steelers beat
winless Houston, 17-10, last
weekend.

Lifters

Your Choice

v

1.19

1.39
Snap
Undercoating
"5 Reg. 199

w

Gregg said the Bengals
aren't ready to call this
season a loss.
"The world hasn't come
to an end yet," he said.
"The shame is we could
have been one game out."

Your Choice'

Gunk Foamy
Engine Brite
or Engine
Brite Spray
FEB-1. EB 1 Both Reg t 95

1.59

CD-2 Oil
Treatment or
Oil Detergent
4111. 4101 Both 15 oz
Both Reg 2 39

2.69
Advance
Antifreeze/
Coolant
Reg 3 49 Limn 4 Gallon

with Replacement Parts

M&
c*-*

Scive over >3 ill'

HAPPY HOUR

Motorcraft
Oil Filters

8'/i x 11 whttt only

kinko's copies

=ZSurs:
Mon.-Thurt. 64
Fit.
*«
Sat
M
Sun.
12-6
328 E. Wooster St
(Across From Taco Belli

354-3977

After rrrfp/i $1M rebate

1.88

For most Ford applications FL1A
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AC Oil Filters
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1080 S. MAIN
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From
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Starters

Raman ufacturad

Reg 26 88 With rebuild
exch tor most domestic
cars except Integra) &
Motorola
Rag 26 88 With rebuild
exch tor high torque
starters lor most Chryslers
. & some Fords

Carburetors
Reg 40 95
All with exchange

44.95 2BBI Reg 55 95
64.95 4BBI Reg 75 95

Phone

Everyda.
Low Price

12.95

Remenuiactured

Fuel
Pumps

With rebutter exch
Except electric

354-3966

10.77

Monroe
Matic
Shocks
Reg 1395

VISA
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Wesley gives up business for pleasure
by Stove) Quinn
sports reporter

In the United States there are Canadians in professional hockey, Japanese in professional golf, Latin
Americans in Major League baseball,
■nd here at Bowling Green there is a
South African playing for the Falcon
soccer team.
That player is center striker Dennis
Wesley. And since beginning his collegiate career at BG just 10 matches
ago, Wesley has notched 10 goals and
two assists, making him the team's
co-leading scorer with 22 points, along
with senior all-American, Neil Ridgwav.
Wesley, a newcomer to the Falcon
squad, wasted little time in establishing himself as one of the team's top
scorers. It only took him 1:59 into the
season for him to score his first goal,
which came against West Virgnia at
the Akron Children's Classic. He also
scored in the tournament's following
match against St. Bonaventure and
earned himself all-tournament honors.
He has an average of one goal per
match including a pair of two-goal
performances against Michigan Slate
and Wisconsin-Milwaukee. The sophomore is only three goals shy of breaking Ridgway's record of most goals in
■ season and nine points away from

"It has been pretty gratifying for me being on a winning team."
-Dennis Wesley

scoring 10 goals in 10 games, that is
Iust an added bonus. It helps me when
know that I support Palmo's (coach
Palmisano) confidence in me."
In coming to BG, Wesley took a big
chance when he gave up a successful
health club business so ne could come
to the United States to play soccer.
Wesley first sold 50 percent of his
business and postponed selling the
remaining half until he was sure he
was going to make the long journey.
But there was more to Wesley's trip
overseas than just boarding a plane.
THE FIRST STEP began at the
U.S. consulate when he discussed with

classifieds

Choice (Gay SkKl.nl Ureon) Meeting
Ihnn 8 30 II the relgloue Education
Room al St Thornae Moony Nomlnaatom lot Office Tonight Al welcoma. Tha choice la yours.
tiTEFtNATIONAL RELATION ASSOCIATION MEETING 6.30 AT THE
TAFT ROOM ALL ARE WELCOME
MAY DEPARTMENT STOKES COMPANY WVTTES ALL BG SENIORS TO
BFaNG RESUMES AND ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT CAREERS W RETAILING ON FRIDAY. OCT 7 FROM
SAM-4PM IN THE PERRY ROOM.
STUDENT UMON DRESS CASUAL
BRaaO A FRaENO REPRESENTATIVES FROM O-NEIS. AKRON;
MAY COMPANY CLEVELAND AND
STRAUSS. YOUNQSTOWN ML BE
THERE TO SPEAK INFORMALLY
WITH YOU
SCEC GENERAL MEETPKJ-7 00
PM. BA 112 SUNDAY OCT. 9.
GUEST SPEAKER PROF. PATFaOA
BUCKWELL ALL ARE WELCOMEI
Imlih coaiiiaoaan how Thvnv
day. 1:00, Myta'a Plus.

Word processing lor research papars, resumes, thesis, dissertations
etc CM P W P 352-2836 alter
5.30 or Anytime weekends

Dae Gee Western Kidnap
October 22. 1983
OO YOU KNOW over 50% ol the
student body attended la BG-Mujrni
game'' BG students ARE tha best In
the MAC See you Saturday1

PERSONALS

BE ON THE LOOK OUTI THE BED
UMERS ARE COaaaWX.

PRAYER TO THE HOLY SPIRIT Holy
Span You who made ma aae every*
thing and showed me the way to
reach my ideal You who gave me tha
divine git to lorgrve and lorget the
wrong trad la dona to ma and you who
ara In M traatancee ol my Me with me
I. al trie short oaaogua want to thank
you lor everything and confirm once
more thai I never want to be separated Irom you know matter how
great the material desre may to I
want lo be with you and my loved
ones In your perpetual glory. Amen
Thank you lor your love towards me
and my loved ones Persons muat
pray the prayer 3 consecutive days
without asking your wiah Altar the
3rd day. Die wiah war to granted no
matter how difficult it may be PromISO to publish tha dialogue ee soon as
the prayer at granted. D.S

RUSSELL S SWEATS
$10 50
Rec Center Pro Shop

FRED, looking lomaad lo dinner! la
'whal'i Ma name' coming? Love,
Ethel.

Vole Randi Laa Gardner, St. Bap.
A TOAST TO THE ALPHA SKa'S 8
PHI MU'S
TO A GREAT JOB 6
GOOD TIMES WORKING ON THE
HOMECOMING FLOAT' WERE RE
ADY TO CELEBRATE
SEE YOU
TONIGHT'! THE ALPHA PHIS

LOST: Sever Armrtron watch Loat on
Sapt 27th in lot on Raad SI. between
parking area 7 16. Pkaaee ratum,
exaeme aaaaaaaaaM value.
REWARD 354,-2060

Bash Pjpptocks
watch lor our specials In every
Wed and Friday Paper

Hatp, bat kaya taxi kay ring ../appro. 10 kaya Caah reward CM
Todd 352-2074

'RM'IBA'IBA'IIA'aM'kM'
Coma lo the Pomping Parly!
Friday, 6:00pm
Ridge Manor Parking Lot
B-Y.O.B.
Gat Psyched lor Homecoming'
•aaA'aaA'aaA'aaaX'alA'aaA'

Loat Hal Com Necklace Mezpe
Loat MM Saturday. SantanantM Valet, $Reward$ It retumad Ptaaaa oM
362-1734.

SERVICES OFFERED
TYPYNG:
[■aaanauuiav tnaaa ale
3520635 or 372-2261

ROCKETS
ARE
REPULSIVE

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
ONLY
$1.50

THIS TIME HE'S FIGHTING FOR HIS LIFE.

SYLVESTER STALLONE "STALLONE
RICHARD CRENNA FANS SHOULD
G

FIRST BLOOD ° ™TS •

WEAR ORANGE

"-■-—

THURSDAY STUDENTS
WITH VALID IDS
ONLY $1.00

HACK SWAMP

NOBOOZI!

EA$y
MONEy

EDITOR
| APPLICATIONS

■

ALL SEATS
$1.00
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respective sport. Both Curren and
Anderson are from Durban. Curren is
also from the same high school
(George Campbell High) as Wesley.
There is, however, one difference
between Wesley and Curren and Anderson; Wesley made his change on
his own while the other two had financial help from parents or other
sources. And his decision has turned
out to be a benefit for the Falcons.
"DENNIS HAS TO to work to create opportunities," Palmisano said.
"There is a lot more to Dennis than
just scoring goals. He helps possess
the ball which gives the other players
time to move up field. His size also
helps him (6-foot-2,195 pounds)."
Wesley has certainly created opportunities. He is the only newcomer
that has started in all 10 matches and
he has scored in all but two of them.
While Wesley is a newcomer, he is
classified as a sophomore because he
is 21. According to NCAA rules, if a
Slayer begins playing athletics after
) then the player gives up a year of
eligibility.
"I have a lot of good feelings about
this team," Wesley said. "It's not just
me and Neil carrying the team. Bill
Roberts is scoring, Drew Dawson is
scoring, Mladen (Madancic) has
found his form and Kim Bucher is
playing real good at keeper."
SUBSCRIBE NOW to the Festfvsl
Series and see the Vienna Chok Boys
tor as Me aa $3.75 Phone: 3720171
BE ON THE LOOK OUTI THE BED
LINERS ARE COaaNO
(WEEK NTTE IS BACKII
EVERT MON. •?■>—CLOSE
SAM B'BII 107 STATE ST.

AT

Have a case ol the enjoys'
Happy hour everyday at 4pm.
DoiUmm UTTLE KINO XIS
HEYLAUMOCT. I. IM2-.Oct S. 1N3
It's Overt
HOLIOAYINN",MTV
HAPPY HOUR
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT
ALL THE TIME'
Homecortang Art Show
Open lo al students
Awarda given
Horneoorrang Art SHow
Friday and Saturday
fryreriutet Center
Homecoming An Show
Entries due st Commuter Center
by 5 00 Friday
P»ck up lorms at coco or art bfckj
HOaKCOaaWO'S3
SNAKE DANCE
SNAKE DANCE
SNAKE DANCE
THIS FW. 7 PM UNION
ALL CAMPUS MVfTEOI
'IM'aM'aM'aM'aM'aW'
Coma 10 the Pomplng Party!
Friday, (:00pm
Ridge Manor Parking Lot
B.Y.O.B.
Oat Piyched lor Homecoming!
•■A-asA-aWaBA-RiA-gA'
Improve Study Habits w/Hypnosia
358-8777
Jervater Walars. I loeowed my string
without a due, than opened the
shower and out lumped you1 I'm so
happy you're my Alpha Phi bag
Voure the Beat' I love my Dig! « Ja
JOIN THE TREND.
GET OUT OF TOWN.
BRING A FRIEND.
COME TO SNYOER'S CORNER
McCLURE. OHIO
RT 6 a 85

Weighty weight
Wednesday
Time ot rapid
expansion
Tortosa's river
Soaks, as flax
Quiz kid, e.g.
'Love Boat," tor
one
Actor Richard
Small snack
Historical
divisions
Happy tune
Rel. schools
Ump'scall
1920s
sophisticate
Basis ol a
syllogism
Diminutive ending
Old Testament
Book
Church feature
Improve upon
Make a to-do over
Virginia willow
genui
Test type
Electric unit
Inner: Comb form
Tatum's dad
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PRATER TO THE HOLV SPIRIT Holy
Spirit, Vou who made me see everything and showed me the way to
roach my ideal You who gave me the
divine gift to lorgrve and forget the
wrong that la done to me and you who
ara In si Instances ol my Me with me
I. m Has short daaogue want lo thank
you lor everything and confirm once
more thai I never want 10 be separated from you no matter how great
tha material deeire may be I want to
be with you and my loved ones in
your perpetual glory. Amen. Thank
you tor your love towards me and my
loved ones Persons must pray the
prayer 3 consecutive days without
asking your wish After the 3rd day
the wish wtl be granted no matter
how difficult it may be Promise to
pubash Iras dialogue as soon as me
prsyer is granted D.S
RUSSELL'S SWEATS
(10 50
Rec Center Pro Shop
Q WHERE WILL VOU BE FRIOAV AT
7 PM?
A UNION OVAL FOR THE SNAKE
DANCE?
RANDI LEE GARDNER. YOU HAVE
GIVEN SO MUCH OF YOURSELF TO
KD AND THE UNIV AS A WHOLE.
AND WE HOPE THAT EVERVONE
ON CAMPUS KNOWS T' YOU'VE
OPT OUR SUPPORT' APT
Vow RanrJI Laa Gardner, Sr. Rap.
SHOW YOUR GREEK SPIRIT, BUY A
GREEK BUTTON FRI. AT THE
UMONtM:M.
SPIRIT BUTTONS
Buy buttons4Jni. Hill
Only 76Get Psyched lor Homaoomlng
TUCSOAY IS SAM B'S T-SHIRT
DAYI T—SHIRTS ON SALE 13.00
EACH ALL DAY. EVERY TUES IN
BAMB-«aUU\

Kka Bate. Chin up my Mile buckarool You're waasaxamHI Love. Jennl

To Phi Pal 104 and you loo M2. We
started out We. But we didn't heeltile. To get to the Pta Psl house. To
pick up our dates ft was off to Oino's.
We hurried along. It was spaa, lokes
and piua. And a cooler lor the
strong We sat up our bar. Let the
drinking begin. Lot us do the mixing'
We said with a grin We kicked into
3rd. For ttaa lesirve event, From the
dance floor gala, to 104 we went
Doritoa. Tacoe, and 3 crazy wops.
Our man doing shots no! that was a
eight. Those cowboy boots sod
awachiiKj dates. And yes. she even
got kisses thai raghl with Malt sent to
bad, and Jennifer tucked «i The night
a eucceee lor the entire crew Once
sgaai the Phi Psis showed us a greal
■me And the raght proved to be A
RED HOT GOO PHOO BOO!

LI Dae. Stewart.
Mystery t ■ solved Myslery 2 wal be
solved Oct «In my room at 7 30 Oh
yeah-have tun al tha Phi Tau Home
corning, you make ma sick'
Kappa Love and Mine. Bag Arisen

My U1 Jl la great! I want the world to
see. But I sal Oown and ale her lunch
I hope shea lorgrve me |?l it's gonna
be a tarrmc year tor ua both. JWI
Kappa Love. Your Big Unda
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BE ON THE LOOK OUTI THE BED
LaaHW AAE COeMNO

To our Fiji Savagaa Steve. Jell. Tom.
Ptat & rjajve Thanks tor a great lane
on your tropical paradise Your Alpha
Phi Fair Maidens Jl, Beth. Sue a
Ranee.

Ma Lee Straight leg Denim Jeans
Rag. S27 00, only $18 90 Guys
Straight Lags Rag J20 00. only
$17 99 Jeans N Things 531 Ridge
8t

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

'RWsSA'IBA'IBA'IBA'IBA'
Coma to the Pomping Party'
Friday, 6:00pm
Ridge Manor Perking Lot
S.V.OB
Oat Psyched tor Homecoming!
•aaA'RU-IBA-lgA-IBA'IBA'

Judy Homa, Aren't you glad are
talked you Into HI Congratulaalona
on making homecoming court. We
ara all ao vary proud of youlllLova
and Loyalty. Your Kappa Sletata.

Now eraoy our breakfast buffet on
Saturday too Al lor on*/ 12 90
Served Irom 9am-2pm
Both
Sal aSm Corner Kitchen.

ACROSS
50 Celeste ol the
1 Creature In
cinema
Jewish folklore
si Catalyst
6 Driest Spanish
58 Wine center ot
sherry
Italy
10 Yesterday s roast, 59 Place lor a cap
today
Literary style
14 Papal cape
Mathematical
15 Ukrainian city
computation
16 Entertainer
On the level
Fitzgerald
CilyolNW
17 Madison Ave
Argentina
denizen
64 Chum, on the
18 Smooth sailing
range
19 Wing-shaped
65 Examine
20 Unsurpassed one 66 Vocalist John
22 To
(till now)
23 Korean soldier
DOWN
24 Indian cruel
43
Fall guy
26 Comedian Shelley
Church calendar
30 Line lor Lassie
Aladdin's vessel 45
32 Sorcery practice
Vivacity
46
33 Hot shots
Chanukah
47
37 Table scraps
candelabrum
38
pickle
Particle
48
39 Lake city
Biblical city
49
40 Generally
Cyrano's feature 52
43 Sacred song
Kept an eye on
53
44 18th can. Swiss
Dell specialty
mathematician
Moslem Supreme 54
45 Tops ot Mils
Being
55
46 Magna
Btoehue
58
49 Pub quail
Seraglio
57

Bowling Green's Dennis Wesley (left) goes airborne with an
unidentified player from Dayton in last Sunday's 6-0 win
over the Flyers.

THANK YOU GMA JAN. LOR] AND
DOUG FOR THE BEST 21st BIRTHOAY. LOVE JOHrWNE

352-4182

Deadline: Friday, October 14
5 p.m. 106 University Hall

bg news staff/Patrick Sandor

.: Thanks for a terrific (Ob
on tha AlurrUnl newaMHterl Love,
the rjoidon Hearts.

Morning donut and rol detvery eva#atHe from the Getaway. OSS S Mam.

Now Available

^Lsl/A£AnOfl
Every summer Chevy Ch*
family on a .title trip.
Thtt year he went loo fa*

CONGRATULATIONS TERRY
TROWBRIDGE ON BEING ELECTED
VICE-PRES OF THE NEW MEMBER PANHELLENIC COUNCIL'
LOVE. THE KAPPAS
.

loo 352-6767

LOST AND FOUND

AT 7:30* 9:15

Come INi Friday and watch tha
HrM annual SAE Bad race between
4 and « on Ridge Barest

Typog-kjw 'alas Check out our prolessajnsty typed and wnttsn resumes

CAREER COICE AND JOB FINDING
WORKSHOP tor grad and naar grad
students
Sal. OclB. 8 30am
1230pm, Tafl Room, lad by Dr Ron
Mate.. UCF Regatter with Grad StuOant Sanaa) by 00 0, cat 3722420.

iRl

Check ua lo. low
awk screening prices
Jeans N' Things. 531 Ridge St.

W.00 STYLE SPECIAL AT THE FALCON CUPPER 1524200 EXPIRES

MIDNITE SHOW

IS

me the best offer. I called him and
told him I was interested.
"There was about four to five
months of negotiating involved. I kept
getting letters outlining specific requirements. I also had to get a release
from the army. Since I had served my
mandatory two years I was able to
come over."
Wesley is not the only South African
to make the move west. Athletes such
as Kevin Curren (1963 Wimbeldon
participant) and Gary Anderson (placekicker for the Pittsburgh Steelers)
also came over to the United States to
compete at a higher level in their

Rutrae's Sawing and A Sanatoria.
Letters and Inaigraaa on lacketa an)
sayeelere. Al garments must be
dean 362-7286

CaBaeaM urn .r 4, „-. unit ■«»> KX.D TYFl SO- e.Oa
Approwujlely 2* t" 30 UCM p-f me
I . I ONLY
. . «uun tlOOm neemon
CAMPUWCITy EVENTS lung! lac non-proM. puHc eenace actvieee -e M
ONCE tor tree and M regular raise ewreefler
Oaedana lo< al Manga « ? days Detora puD*c«non at 4 00 p m Friday at 4 OO D
oaarjane lot Via tuaedey eowon
m ara I alatili at ma M teewa omce. lot Uawereey Maa

^AMPUS/CITY EVENTS

an official the possibility of playing
collegiate soccer in the United States,
and also received a book of potential
universities in which he could apply.
After a long application process, he
chose BG over other soccer powerhouses like Cleveland State and Boston College.
"I was feeling kind of isolated in
Durban (S.A.I, ' Wesley said. "I
wanted to see the United States and
play soccer where they play at a
better level. I finally decided on Bowling Green when I received a letter
from Gary (Palmisano) and he made

breaking the record for most points in
a season.
WITH THE SEASON only half over
Wesley has proved head coach Gary
Palmisano to be a smart recruiter
and made opposing coaches wary of
him.
"Before I came here I set a lot of
goals for myself," Wesley said. "A lot
of coming here was blending into the
system. They (BG) use an attack
approach here and that really worked
well for me.
"It has been pretty gratifying for
me being on a winning team. As for

Perry Field Attendance Record
28,880
Can! tn on Saturday?

To tha Lemba CM Tucker
Irom Ceetornia, I tied a
greal ttmel Thank You and
keep In touch
Sherry

TRAMPLE TOLEDO
VOTE BOONERS' FOR' DREAM''
QUEEN'
Vote Judy Ho
•Hog!!
Vote Judy Homa Homecomlngl!
Vole-Judy Horr*HorrM|COmlnj
VOTEJUDY MEYERS-OREAM QUEEN
VOTEJUDY MEYERS-OREAM QUEEN
VOTEJUDY MEYERS-OREAM QUEEN

We saved the best lor laetl
Rush Sag Ep Golden Heertel
Ocotber lltti
Be a Sig Ep Lll' Slal

'69 camaro No rue!, rradraght blue
Rune good 31800 CAI 823 8843

Vote Rand! Lee Gartner, Sr. Rap.

Yamaha Tenor Saxophone, yts-21.
Cacssanl cond Asking S450 00
Cal 1-475-6322

1981 at Perry Field
Falcons 38 - Rockets 0
Op rl again Falcons.

Otda Superstar trombone, sltaer
plan d. F aeuuhmam, no dents.
aitO-Oe 372-17S4.

Attention Al UAO MembersLet's show BGSU how to snake
through campus' Meet at 7 PM In the
Oval Friday to start the Snake Dance
roan ' Cal 372-2343 lor debate' CU
there

1073 Ford LTD. 2 door, rarjkal Urea.
marantz stereo optional 372-1250

Hey Tappa Kegga Day Bunch (1st
Treadway 81 82) Happy Hours October 7. 1983 starting at 5 00 p.m
There wa be 2-4 surprize gueeta
Hope to see you al Friday' RSVPCAI Matey 354-2141

78 Datsun B2I0 $1900 or beat
offer Cat 372-0031 days, ask lor O
Igaor 1-874 3689. 8-11 pm
1976 Sctrocco In very good condition Includes rarko-tape deck, equalizer, lour 3-way speakers, aw
rxnonon. and fog aphis $2,600
Cal 354-3104
1973 Honda 600
Beat oHer 354-1383

Ben Franklin's cuetom frame shop
has al you framing needs. Hundreds
ol in stock frames. 450 metal and
wood custom mokkngs. piua al suppaes 352-6219

1972 Ford Torino. AC. rune good.
$400 Cal after 5. 352 8961

Ben Frankan Itoral shop has footbal
mums and corsages Mums start at
99'. corsages. S2 50 ■ 352-8219

'75 Monte Carlo, new Urea, new
brakaa. muat eat Make otter. 3527727.

Mathews Photography-20X off for
BGSU students, senior yearbook pictures portraits, models Cal 352-

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE.
31000.00. SUZUKI GS4S0T, II. EX.
CONO. AtaX FOR STEVE. 352 7173.

6196
FESTIVAL SERIES tickets are ate
avaasuie Don't miaa your chance to
see four great concerts" Phone:
372-0171
SUBSCRIBE NOW to the 198384
Festival Series and see world renowned Artists lor as Uttte as S3 75 a
concert Phone 3720171.

For Sale $275. 1970 Chevy Impale.
Late) Rust. Runs Wei. Cal 352.
6565 after 5 pm

1971 VW Bus $600 or beat offer
High milage, rune good 686-4551
or 382-6009 after 8 pm
78 FORD FIESTA GHIA GOOD
CONO $2400 CALL 3520393
LEAVE MESSAGE OR AFTER 5 45
2 Bedroom Dealer in Jerry City
$6900. to rent $ 150 mo 15 minute
drive Irom campus Good Investment
with resale poetenhal CAI 257-

2937
10S discount anytime srHh
our very special guest card!
Do you have yours yet?
No Strings! Coma In A pack up
yours. No purchase necessary
IK 1450 E. Wooater

Damond Pang-2 dasmonda Yi 14k
bend $76 00 or wa rjtaouaa Cat
Amy 2-3514

WANTED

Apt lor Rent 3-4 person. Reasonable
monthly rent. Low Utetiee. Apply at or
Cal Amhert VBage Aprs
1520
dough 354-1501

WANTED USED CARS FROM THE
80S I 70S Muat be rasawnatay
priced Please cal 372-1653
M. rmte. needed now. Sixth A High
Ittllmo. Satellite TV, call 3527171.
1 F lo suois apt 3120/mo Etec
only Close to campus 451 Thurean
Ave Conlacl Bonrae 352 3911.
F RMMTE NEEDED. BY OCT. 18
CLOSE TO rjAMPUS. S120Vmo.
CALL 352-3488.

HELP WANTED
A Toledo baaed manufacturing firm la
m need ol a second atari data entry
operator The poeJeon wB otTar experience In al aspects of s computer
dept Prefer sophomore or savor
Starting pay $5 25/hr Please aend
resume to PO Box 3289 Toledo. OH
43807

Awards Given

Friday, October 7, 8-10 pm
Saturday, October 8. 10-1,4-8 pm
Show Held in Basement of Mosley
Commuter Center

'c

FOR SALE
Coke macrane. good shape great
retigeretion Parted for rec room
Great "beverage" retigerator.
3750Q. Woodvae 1 849-2195

BGSU Homecoming
Art
Show
Competition Open to All Students!

u

Earn doaara saving Avon Products
For more information please cal
PhyBe at 352 5833.

Vote this weak for the SAE. Dream
Quean. Come aae tha Bed race
Friday 44 on Ridge St. Voting takea
place In the Unaaa.

tJ

I

Overseas Jobs- Summer/Year round
Europe. S Amer . Austraae. Asia Al
FakVJe 3500 1200 monthly Sight
seeing Free Into Wnle UC Box 52OH-* Corona Dal Mar. CA 9262S

entry forms avalialbe at COCO and fine arts bldg.
and all entries are due by 5:00 Friday at Commuter Center
pick up art Sunday before 12.

>SJL

FOR RENT

Need 4th female to fa 2 bdrm apt
3527365

